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Executive Summary 
In any transit agency, the relationship between the operations and maintenance divisions is subject 
to stresses caused by differing objectives. While not exclusive, one of the operation division's 
primary functions is placing buses into service, while one of the maintenance division's primary 
roles is to ensure that buses are fit for service. Inevitably, conflicts will arise when specific 
objectives of these two divisions clash. Improving communications between the two divisions can 
potentially minimize these conflicts and increase the level of bus availability to meet vehicle 
requirements. Improving coordination between bus operations and bus maintenance will help 
ensure that the required number of vehicles are in service at any one time, which, in turn, will 
increase overall rider confidence in the dependability of Metrobus service. 
As part of the interlocal agreement between the University of South Florida (USF) and Metropolitan 
Dade County, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) conducted a study to 
examine and evaluate the interface between bus operations and bus maintenance at Metro-Dade 
Transit Agency (MOTA), with specific focus given to increasing the level of bus availability. 
Currently, MOTA uses a Transit Operating System (TOS) computer software program to tracl, bus 
availability and assignments. TOS is one of the major communications tools between MDT A's bus 
operations and bus maintenance divisions, but its effectiveness in terms of assisting these divisions 
to ensure sufficient availability of vehicles has been questioned by staff from both divisions. 
In order to assist MOTA achieve it goal of 100 percent daily bus pullout requirements, three tasks 
were specified, including: 
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• an assessment of the number of late and missed bus pullouts by bus facility during a 
continuous six-month period in 1995 to identify the extent of the bus availability problem at each 
facility; 
• an examination of the current TOS and manual processes used by staff for the placemE:nt of 
buses into service; and 
• an investigation of the effectiveness of TOS from the perspectives of MDTA's bus operat•ons, 
bus maintenance, and MIS divisions via personal interviews and CUTR staff observations 
during the morning and afternoon peaks. 
Based on the findings in each of these research tasks, improvements were recommended to 
increase the level of bus availability using TOS and other procedures. The recommendations were 
as follows: 
• The operations and maintenance divisions should establish a liaison to work with the existing 
TOS coordinator to assist staff from both divisions regarding TOS training, refresher courses, 
etc.; 
• Update the existing TOS manual; 
• Conduct refresher training courses with all bus operations and maintenance staff that work 
closely with TOS; 
• Remove redundant paperwork/effort from the operation of TOS (bus assignment) such as 
faxing and telephoning; 
• Revisit the specific assignment of buses to designated parking spaces at each of MDTA's bus 
facilities; 
• Purchase new computer hardware that will allow TOS to operate as a stand-alone system or 
improve the processing power of the central VAX system in order to increase TOS' processing 
speed to give bus operations and maintenance the ability to update the system in real time and 
make the system more user-friendly to dispatchers; 
• Enhance the existing batch reader in VMS to improve and speed up the operator check-in 
process in conjunction with using an external operator identification swipe-card device and 
printer to provide the operators with information about the location of their bus on the lot, run 
number, etc.; 
• Continue the recently-implemented bus maintenance radio supervisor located at the CoL•nty's 
Government Center to coordinate road calls; 
• Formally define in writing what constitutes an "alive" and a "dead" bus; 
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• Implement a monitor display system that is interfaced with TOS located in both the bus 
operations and maintenance divisions at each facility to keep staff apprised of the status (i.e., 
"alive" or "dead") of buses in real time; 
• Investigate the possibility of having bus maintenance be responsible for assigning buses to 
operators rather than the current method of having bus operations assign buses to operators; 
and 
• The assignment of buses to specific runs and/or individual pieces of work should be by bus 
type (i.e., articulated and/or handicap accessible) and not by specific bus number. 
Lastly, the study makes it clear that improving certain elements of TOS such as the speed with 
which it processes information will improve bus availability only to a certain degree, but will certainly 
not solve the problem entirely. Moreover, the report points out that implementation of the 
automated bus operator check-in system should provide MOTA with the opportunity to redeploy 
one dispatcher supervisory position per shift per facility to other high priority assignments. Coupled 
with improving TOS, the report recommends that MOTA needs to address labor shortages in 
maintenance while creating new and refining existing procedures related to the placement of buses 
into service every day. 
V 
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Preface 
As part of the interlocal agreement between the University of South Florida (USF) and Metropolitan 
Dade County, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at USF is under contract to 
examine and evaluate the interface between bus operations and bus maintenance at Metro-Dade 
Transit Agency (MOTA), with specific focus given to placing buses into service every day. 
Four tasks were specified to complete this research project. The first task consisted of a review 
of recent data on bus availability by MOTA bus facility. This review included examining late and 
missed pullouts to identify the extent of the bus availability problem. The second task involved 
examining current processes related to placing buses into service. Also, the second task included 
interviews with key MOTA operations and maintenance personnel. The third task involved 
evaluating the effectiveness of the Transit Operating System (TOS) program. In this task, elements 
of the TOS program were evaluated from the perspectives of the bus operations, bus maintene:nce, 
and Management Information Systems (MIS) divisions. The final task involved recommending 
improvements to increase bus availability, based on the previous three tasks. 
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Metrobus Availability and the Transit Operating System Program 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to examine and evaluate the interface between bus operations and 
bus maintenance at MOTA, specifically in terms of placing buses into service every day. 
Communication between these two divisions is vital to ensure that a sufficient number of buses are 
available and assigned to service. MOTA uses a Transit Operating System (TOS) computer 
software program to track bus availability, assignments, and maintenance. TOS is one of the major 
communications tools between bus operations and bus maintenance, but its effectiveness in tnrms 
of assisting these divisions to ensure sufficient availability of vehicles has been questioned. 
Metrobus riders depend on Metrobus schedules for everything from getting to work on time to 
traveling for medical-related appointments, shopping, and personal business. Reliability is a key 
element in attracting and retaining ridership. Improving coordination between bus operations and 
bus maintenance will help ensure that the required number of vehicles are in service, which, in turn, 
will increase overall rider confidence in the dependability of Metrobus service. 
In any transit agency, the relationship between the operations and maintenance divisions is subject 
to stresses caused by differing objectives. The operation division's primary concern is placing 
buses into service, while the maintenance division's role is to ensure that buses are fit for service. 
Inevitably, conflicts will arise when specific objectives of these two divisions clash. Improving 
communications between the two divisions can minimize these conflicts and potentially incre.ase 
levels of bus availability. 
In order to meet the objectives of this research study, four tasks were specified. The first task 
consisted of a review of recent data on bus availability. This review included examining the number 
of late and missed bus pullouts during a six-month period to identify the extent of the bus 
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availability problem. The second task involved examining current processes related to placing 
buses into service. This included interviews with key MOTA operations and maintenance 
personnel. The third task involved evaluating the effectiveness of the TOS System. In this task, 
elements of the TOS system were evaluated from the perspectives of bus operations, bus 
maintenance, and MIS divisions via personal interviews. The fourth and final task involved 
recommending improvements to increase bus availability using TOS and other procedures based 
on the previous three tasks. 
The accumulation of information from these tasks greatly aided the research team in gaining a 
greater understanding of the many issues surrounding the question of coordination between 
MOTA's bus operations and maintenance divisions. The methodology and findings from each of 
these tasks, as well as the conclusions drawn from them, are detailed in the following sections of 
this report. 
II. TASK 1: REVIEW OF RECENT DATA ON BUS AVAILABILITY 
The purpose of this task was to review recent data on bus availability with specific attention given 
to late and missed trippers and runs. MOTA's established service goal is to make 100 percent bus 
pullout. Included in this task is a review of the net number of pullouts that were late and missed 
to identify the extent of the bus availability problem. Specifically, data on pullouts by bus facility 
were examined over a six-month period to determine whether there are differences in bus 
availability by individual bus facility. Currently, MOTA operates three bus facilities: Coral Way, 
Central, and Northeast. 
Bus availability information was obtained and reviewed for each facility for the six-month time frame 
(182 total service days) including and between the months of June and November 1995. Tc:.bles 
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1 through 3 show summarized aggregate data by day of week for each facility pertaining to the 
availability of buses for the AM, PM, and a combination of the AM and PM service periods for the 
182-day time frame, including, average weekday (Monday - Friday) and weekly bus availability 
measurements. Specifically, the data contained in these tables represent an aggregation of the 
182-day period under analysis. To explain the data contained in Tables 1 through 3, the column 
labeled "Monday" in Table 1 for the Coral Way facility, for example, relates that for all of the 
Mondays during the 182-day time frame, there was an aggregate surplus of 38 buses available for 
service at the 4:00 AM time point at this particular bus facility. 
In addition to the aggregate bus availability data shown in Tables 1 through 3, Table 4 and Table 
5 also show summarized aggregate bus availability data for the six-month time frame. These 
particular data denote the total number of days during both the AM and PM service periods with 
late and missed trippers and runs by facility. Again, the data presented pertain to the performance 
of each individual facility for the 182-day time frame. To clarify the data contained in Tables 4 and 
5, the column labeled "O Trippers Late" in Table 4 for the Coral Way facility, for example, relates 
that there were a total of 154 days of service in which "zero" trippers were late at this particular 
facility. Finally, Tables 8 through 21, in Appendix C, contain bus availability data by individual day 
of the week for both the AM and PM service periods. The data included in these tables represent 
a day-to-day recounting of bus availability by facility during the time frame under scrutiny. Finally, 
Tables 6 and 7, in Appendix A, show the day-to-day availability of buses for the AM and PM service 
periods by facility for each of the 182 days during the six-month examination period. 
The data used in this task to determine whether differences exist in bus availability between 
MDTA's three bus facilities were provided to CUTR by MOTA from their Metrobus Daily Service 
Reports. Since the data are secondary in nature and were provided by an external source to 
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CUTR, the integrity and accuracy of the data used in this task could not be verified. Therefore, 
. 
care should be used when interpreting and drawing inferences from the findings as they relate to 
differences in bus availability between MDTA's three bus facilities. In addition, the 4:00 AM, 7:30 
AM, noon, and 4:30 PM time points are not necessarily reflective of the actual number of buses 
available to meet service requirements after all buses have been assigned. This is due to 
operations completing the Daily Service Report several hours prior to the actual time point (in some 
instances this time difference is up to three hours.prior to the time point). During these three h\1urs, 
for example, in most cases, enough buses are provided to operations by maintenance to meet 
service requirements at a particular time point. As of March 1995, the reporting of bus availability 
information during these four time points has been removed from the Daily Service Report due to 
their inaccuracy. However, it was communicated by MOTA staff that the information related to late 
and missed trippers and runs are accurate. Nevertheless, these data do provide some general 
guidance when determining the overall temporal trend(s) with regard to each facility's level of bus 
availability to meet daily service requirements. 
With regard to each facility's AM bus availability (encompassing both the 4:00 AM and 7:30 AM 
time points), the data contained in Table 1 show that the Central facility had the most trippers (184) 
and runs late (415) and the Northeast facility had the most trippers and runs missed, 33 and two, 
respectively. Over the 182-days, the Coral Way facility performed the best during the AM with a 
total of only 40 trippers and 36 runs late and eight trippers and zero runs missed. When AM bus 
availability at the 4:00 AM time point for each facility is examined using information in the column 
labeled "M-F Average," the data show that all three facilities experienced a negative average 
number of buses available for pullout at this time period. Moreover, when the 4:00 AM time point 
data for each facility for weekdays (Monday - Friday) were examined more closely, both the Central 
and Northeast facilities had a significantly greater number of buses unavailable for service than the 
8 
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Table 1 
AM Bus Availability by Day of Week 
Coral Way Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M•F Average Weekly Averare 
04:00AM 38 -42 -50 39 -67 1,125 1,527 -0.63 14.12 
··-
07:30AM 58 189 11 13 16 1,027 1,519 2.21 15.57 
Trippers Late 13 8 7 4 8 0 0 0.31 0.22 
Trippers Missed 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.06 0.04 
Runs Lale 8 10 6 5 6 0 1 0.27 0.20 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Central Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
04:00AM -269 -201 -320 -272 -176 671 1,009 -9.52 2.43 
07:30AM -17 27 -33 35 -3 484 759 0.07 6.88 
Trippers Lale 54 30 33 23 42 2 0 1.40 1.01 
Trippers Missed. 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 0.07 0.05 
Runs Lale 80 75 79 70 73 18 20 2.90 2.28 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Northeast Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
04:00AM -455 -426 -518 -407 -519 542 1,129 -17.88 -3.59 
·-
07:30AM 18 14 -23 63 -18 366 903 0.42 7.27 
Trippers Lale 61 3 8 9 6 0 0 0.67 0.48 
Trippers Missed 8 4 7 4 10 0 0 0.25 0.18 
-
Runs Lale 36 26 37 44 53 8 14 1.51 1.20 
Runs Missed 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02 0.01 
AM Total Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M•F Average Weekly Average 
04:00AM -686 -669 -888 -640 -762 2,338 3,665 -28.04 12.96 
07:30AM 59 230 -45 111 -5 1,877 3,181 2.69 29.71 
Trippers Lale 128 41 48 36 56 2 0 2.38 1.71 
Trippers Missed 19 4 10 5 12 0 0 0.38 0.27 
Runs Lale 124 111 122 119 132 26 35 4.68 3.68 
Runs Missed 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02 0.01 
Source: Melrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
Coral Way facility at this particular time point. Interestingly, when each facility's performance was 
scrutinized for the 7:30 AM time point using the column labeled "M-F Average," the data show that 
all three facilities had enough buses available to meet service requirements. The data evidence 
that each facility had a positive "M-F Average" number of buses available to meet pullout at this 
specific time point. 
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When the data were examined across all performance categories contained in Table 1, the 
performance of the Coral Way facility exceeded that of the other two facilities in terms of overall 
bus availability. The aggregate data for the AM service period relate that a total of 311 trippers 
were late, 50 trippers were missed, 669 runs were late, and two runs were missed by all facilities 
during the 182-days. 
With regard to each facility's "M-F Average" number of buses available for PM service, the data 
contained in this column in Table 2 show that all three facilities experienced problems meetino bus 
availability requirements at the noon time point. This point is evidenced by the fact that each facility 
had a negative average number of buses available during each weekday to meet pullout at this 
particular time. Interestingly, despite its superior performance during the AM service period, the 
Coral Way facility missed the greatest number of trippers (29) during the PM service period. No 
apparent explanation for this anomaly could be readily discerned. The Central facility had the 
greatest number of trippers late (137) and the Northeast facility had the greatest number of runs 
late (34) during the PM service period. Unlike each facility's performance during the AM service 
period, in which a total of only two runs were missed, no runs were missed by each facility during 
the PM service period. Overall, aggregate data for the PM service period relate that a total of 271 
trippers were late, 59 trippers were missed, 49 runs were late (compared to 669 late runs in the 
AM), and, as mentioned, no runs were missed by each. Lastly, Table 3 contains a summation of 
data for the AM and PM service periods. 
Table 4 and Table 5 contain bus availability data by day of week for both the AM and PM service 
periods by facility for the time frame under examination. Specifically, these particular tables contain 
data for both the AM and PM service periods that show the total number of days with late and 
missed trippers and runs. 
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Table 2 
PM Bus Availability by Day of Week 
Coral Way Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
12:00 Noon -314 -234 -318 -341 -345 950 1,424 -11.94 4.52 
16:30 PM 45 186 -1 67 -2 1,188 1,640 2.27 17.16 
-
Trippers Late 13 8 3 4 0 0 0 0.22 0.15 
Trippers Missed 16 10 2 1 0 0 0 0.22 0.16 
Runs Late 4 1 0 2 3 0 0 0.08 0.05 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Central Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
12:00 Noon -217 -352 -362 -279 -294 50 413 -11.57 -5.72 
16:30 PM -16 -22 -17 -18 -40 74 124 --0.87 0.47 
Trippers Late 38 36 16 27 19 1 0 1.05 0.75 
Trippers Missed 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0.07 0.05 
Runs Late 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0.02 0.03 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Northeast Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-FAverage Weekly Average 
12:00 Noon -268 -268 -356 -282 -343 285 788 -11.67 -2.44 
16:30PM 24 26 -3 39 -9 235 764 0,59 5.91 
Trippers Late 12 31 19 14 28 1 1 0.80 0,58 
Trippers Missed 15 3 0 2 1 0 0 0.16 0.12 
Runs Late 6 1 6 6 11 4 0 0.23 0.19 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
PM Total Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
12:00 Noon -799 -854 -1,036 -902 -982 1,285 2,625 -35.18 -3.64 
-
16:30 PM 53 190 -21 88 -51 1,497 2,528 1.99 23.54 
Trippers Late 63 75 38 45 47 2 1 2.06 1.49 
Trippers Missed 37 14 2 5 1 0 0 0.45 0.32 
Runs Late 11 3 6 8 15 6 0 0.33 0.27 
--
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
The data contained in Table 4 show that, during the AM service period, the Central and Northeast 
facilities experienced the most problems with late and missed trippers and runs. With regard to the 
performance category "trippers late," the data contained in the table evidence that the Central 
facility experienced late trippers on 72 of the 182 days. The data also show that the problem of late 
runs was particularly acute at the Central facility with 118 of the 182 days encountering at least one 
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late run (49 of the days experienced 4 or more late runs). Over the 182 days, during the AM 
service period, the Coral Way facility consistently out-performed the other two bus facilities with 
regard to late and missed trippers and runs, as Table 4 shows. 
Table 3 
Cumulative Total Bus Availability by Day of Week 
Coral Way Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Salurday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
AM+PM -173 99 -358 -222 -398 4,290 6,110 -8.09 51.36 
Trippers Lale 26 16 10 8 8 0 0 0.52 0.37 
Trippers Missed 21 10 2 2 2 0 0 0.28 0.20 
Runs Lale 12 11 6 7 9 0 1 0.35 0.25 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,00 0.00 
Central Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Salurday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
AM+PM -519 -548 -732 -534 -513 1,279 2,305 -21.89 4.05 
Trippers Late 92 66 49 50 61 3 0 2.45 1.76 
Trippers Missed 12 1 3 2 0 0 0 0.14 0.10 
Runs Late 81 76 79 70 74 20 20 2.92 2.31 
·-
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Northeast Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
AM+PM -681 -654 -900 -587 -889 1,428 3,584 -28.55 7.15 
Trippers Late 73 34 27 23 34 1 1 1.47 1.06 
Trippers Missed 23 7 7 6 11 0 0 0.42 0.30 
Runs Late 42 27 43 50 64 12 14 1.74 1.38 
Runs Missed 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02 0.01 
Totals Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday M-F Average Weekly Average 
AM+PM -1,373 -1,103 -1,990 -1,343 -1,800 6,997 11,999 -58.53 62.57 
Trippers Late 191 116 86 81 103 4 1 4.44 3.20 
Trippers Missed 56 18 12 10 13 0 0 0,84 0.60 
Runs Late 135 114 128 127 147 32 35 5.01 3.95 
Runs Missed 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02 0.01 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
Concerning each facility's total number of days with late and missed trippers and runs during the 
PM service period, the data contained in Table 5 relate that no obvious trend existed during the PM 
service period across all performance categories. The bus availability data for the PM service 
period show considerable variation among each facility regarding the number of days with late and 
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missed trippers and runs. When scrutinizing all of the performance categories contained in the 
table, the data indicate that the Central facility experienced the most days with late trippers (39), 
the Coral Way facility experienced the most days with missed trippers (11 ), and the Northeast 
facility experienced the most days with late runs (18). As was pointed out earlier in the report, none 
of the facilities experienced days with missed runs during the PM service period. 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table4 
Days of AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
154 17 11 0 
110 34 24 5 
159 8 7 4 
423 59 42 9 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
176 5 1 0 
176 1 4 0 
167 7 4 4 
519 13 9 4 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
153 22 7 0 
64 29 40 26 
124 22 19 5 
341 73 66 31 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
182 0 0 0 
182 0 0 0 
180 2 0 0 
544 2 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
9 
4 
13 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
1 
0 
1 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
23 
12 
35 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Tables 8 through 21, in Appendix C, render a breakdown of the late and missed trippers and runs 
during both the AM and PM service periods by day of week and by facility. During the 182 days, 
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there were a total of 26 days for each representative day of the week (i.e., 26 Mondays, 26 
Tuesdays, and so forth). The ensuing brief paragraph discusses the findings from the analysis of 
the data contained in these tables. 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 5 
Days of PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
o Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
166 8 7 1 
143 10 16 6 
154 6 9 7 
463 24 32 14 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
171 5 4 0 
176 3 3 0 
175 2 3 1 
522 10 10 1 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
172 10 0 0 
178 3 1 0 
164 9 7 2 
514 22 8 2 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Runs Missed 1 Run Mlued 2-3 Run• Missed 4-5 Runs MIHed 
182 0 0 0 
182 0 0 0 
182 0 0 0 
546 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
7 
6 
13 
6+ Trippers Missed 
2 
0 
1 
3 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
After careful examination of the tables contained in Appendix C, no distinct trend could be 
differentiated regarding a particular weekday (Monday - Friday) that contained a greater number 
of late and/or missed trippers and/or runs. As relayed by the data, the problem of late and missed 
trippers and runs appears to be uniformly distributed among weekdays. Due to relaxed on-street 
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service during the weekends, the issue of late and missed trippers and runs was not an irsue . 
. 
However, as was shown by the bus availability data contained in the previous five tables, the data 
in these tables reiterate that the Central and Northeast facilities experienced the most extensive 
problems meeting their service requirements during both the AM and PM service periods during 
the 182 days. In addition, the data illustrate that the problem of late and missed trippers and runs 
was the most profound at each facility during the AM service period. 
Summary of Bus Availability Data 
Overall, the extensive assortment of data contained in Tables 1 through 21 show that differences 
exist between the facilities with regard to bus availability, particularly during the AM service p£iriod. 
In almost all instances, the Coral Way facility consistently met the AM and PM bus availability 
requirements of their peak AM and PM pullouts. Contrarily, the Central and Northeast facilities 
experienced the most problems related to late and missed trippers and late runs during the AM 
service period and, to a lesser extent, during the PM service period. Interestingly, only the 
Northeast facility experienced missed runs (2) in the AM service period. Overall, the data shows 
that the Central and Northeast facilities appear to have the most extensive problem with bus 
availability and the Coral Way facility seems to suffer from this problem much less than the other 
two facilities. However, the data also indicates that none of the facilities are totally immune from 
this problem, particularly during the AM service period. The data show that each facility suffers 
from the bus availability problem, but to varying degrees. Not surprising, the problem of bus 
availability is greater during the weekdays (Monday - Friday) than during the weekends due to 
higher levels of on-street service. No explicit trend appeared in the data with regard to a partiGular 
weekday being worse than another weekday regarding bus availability. Lastly, one significant 
difference between the performance of the AM and PM service periods was in the performance 
category of "late runs." The aggregate data for the AM service period shows that a total of 669 late 
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runs were experienced by all facilities during this time period as compared to only 49 late runs in 
the PM service period by all facilities; a measured difference of 620 late runs. 
111. TASK 2: EXAMINATION OF CURRENT PROCESSES RELATED TO THE PLACEMENT OF BUSES 
INTO SERVICE 
Task 2 focused on the examination of current processes pertaining to the availability of buses for 
service and the related assignment of buses to operators. Specifically, this task provides a general 
written description of the flow of bus availability information using TOS and other procedures 
utilized in the assignment of buses to operators at MOTA. Interviews with key MOTA personnel 
were conducted to obtain a clear understanding of how the current bus assignment process works 
utilizing TOS and other procedures. The key personnel included staff from the bus operations and 
bus maintenance divisions. During the interviews, as mentioned, particular focus was placed on 
obtaining the specific procedures related to placing buses into service using TOS. Briefly, TOS is 
a computer software program that operates on MDTA's in-house central VAX (mainframe) 
computer system. TOS was installed on the Metropolitan-Dade County Government mainframe 
in 1989. The specific software was developed for MOTA by TeleRide Sage of Ontario, Canada. 
TOS was originally designed as a tool to assist bus operations in the areas of dispatching, time 
keeping, absenteeism control, operator scheduling, and a variety of other information such as 
payroll. However, as TOS evolved within MOTA, the bus maintenance division began using TOS 
for bus availability information and vehicle status ("dead," "alive," or in for preventative 
maintenance). In addition to TOS, the bus maintenance division also utilizes a computer software 
program entitled Equipment Management System (EMS) to monitor functions specific to 
maintenance such as preventive maintenance schedules and parts inventory. These two computer 
software programs (TOS and EMS) operate independently of one another and, therefore, do not 
share information. 
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The three written steps below outline both the manual procedures and automated TOS procedures 
followed by MDTA's bus operations and bus maintenance divisions at each facility when assigning 
buses to operators. The same basic process for assigning buses to operators is followed at all 
three of MDTA's bus facilities. 
In addition to the written steps that outline both the manual procedures and automated TOS 
procedures, a section has been provided that outlines a recently implemented process that has 
changed the method of communicating roadcalls (as of 1992, based on FTA's National Transit 
Database reporting requirements, roadcalls are now referred to as "revenue service interruptions") 
received from bus operators in the field. This new method consists of placing a bus maintenance 
supervisor at the Communications Central Command (CCC) at the County's Government Center 
(5th floor) to monitor, receive, and determine the status of roadcalls that are received from bus 
operators in the field. A full description of this process is provided immediately after the section 
that outlines the manual and automated TOS procedures. 
The manual and automated TOS procedures followed by MDTA's bus operations and bus 
maintenance divisions at each facility when assigning buses to operators is as follows: 
STEP 1: During the PM maintenance shift, maintenance staff removes buses from the next day's 
AM service using TOS screen U62 (vehicle availability information). The U62 screen allows for the 
adding, changing, or deleting of vehicle availability records. Buses are removed from service by 
maintenance staff for various reasons such as scheduled preventative maintenance and for 
unscheduled repairs. At approximately midnight, maintenance staff inventories the buses on the 
lot and consults the "board" to determine which buses are "dead." Briefly, the "board" is defined 
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as an inventory of all buses that are currently not fit for service for a variety of reasons and a "dead" 
. 
bus is a bus that is not fit for service, hence, the "board" contains an inventory of "dead" buses. 
Using the information obtained from these two sources, maintenance then manually generates 
what is termed as a bus availability sheet. The bus availability sheet is a log of all the buses by 
bus number that are available ("alive") for use by operations. For reference, a copy of an actual 
bus availability sheet is contained in Appendix 8. The bus availability sheet is then either faxed or 
hand carried from maintenance to dispatch by no later than 1 :00 AM or 2:00 AM. During the 
interviews with MOTA staff, it was indicated that the bus availability sheet generally contains 5 to 
15 fewer buses than are needed to meet the AM peak period pullout. The shortage of buses is 
attributed to variable charter service requirements, unscheduled maintenance, and to the fact that 
a number of buses are being repaired between midnight and 4:00 AM and have not yet been 
entered into TOS as being available for AM service. 
STEP 2: Once the bus availability sheet is received by the AM operation's dispatchers from the 
maintenance division, the dispatchers then generate a bus availability report using TOS screen 
R618. An R618 report produces a list of vehicles and their subsequent availability. Bus data 
shown on the R618 report are vehicle number, vehicle type, status, symptom code, and 
assignment status. Usually, before 3:00 AM, dispatch runs a U42 (days work assignment) to obtain 
an R418 report to coordinate the assignment of buses by type and by run to operators. The data 
contained on the R418 report are cross-referenced with the bus availability sheet and the F..618 
report. To determine which buses are available for service and their respective pieces of work, the 
dispatcher simply crosses off the runs and bus numbers on the R418 after cross-referencing the 
bus availability sheet and the R618 report. In assigning a bus to an operator, the dispatcher relies 
on the bus availability information generated by the R618 query and the bus availability sheet. As 
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buses return to the facility for various reasons (for example, completion of a run or a roadcall) 
throughout the morning, dispatch inquires about the status of the buses from each returning 
operator. Once the status of each bus has been determined, dispatch will then either reassign the 
bus to an appropriate piece of work or route it to maintenance if it has been determined that some 
type of mechanical problem exists with the bus. 
Using the process described in Steps 1 and 2 above, buses are continuously assigned to operators 
by dispatch until approximately noon. At this time, maintenance manually generates a new bus 
availability sheet to replace the one generated in the early morning. Again, the bus availability 
sheet is a log of all the buses by bus number that are available ("alive") for use by bus operations. 
This process is described in Step 3. 
STEP 3: At approximately noon, maintenance staff once again inventories the buses on the lot and 
consults the "board" to determine which buses are "dead." After consulting the board, another 
manually-generated bus availability sheet is created by maintenance showing the "alive" buses to 
be used by operations when assigning buses to operators in the PM. As was the case in the AM, 
the bus availability sheet is then either faxed or hand-carried from maintenance to operarions 
(dispatch). Once the bus availability sheet has been received by dispatch, the process described 
in Steps 1 and 2 above is repeated until the end of service for a given day. The entire bus 
assignment process starts over again beginning at approximately midnight by repeating Steps 1 
through 3 described above. 
Bus Maintenance Radio Supervisor at Communications Central Control 
MOTA has recently changed its methods of communicating.roadcalls received from bus operators 
in the field. This new method consists of placing a bus maintenance supervisor at the CCC at the 
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County's Government Center (5th floor) to monitor, receive, and determine the status of roadcalls 
. 
received from bus operators in the field. This process entails all of the roadcalls that are received 
by bus operations supervisors at the CCC being immediately forwarded to the bus maintem1nce 
supervisor, also located at the CCC. This maintenance supervisor listens to all of the information 
provided by the operations supervisor or road truck mechanic and attempts to assist the bus 
operator with the problem. Every attempt is made to keep the bus in service. If it has been 
determined that the bus it to be kept in service, no information is entered into the TOS system 
(TOS screen U62). If it has been determined that the bus must be sent back to its facility of origin 
for repairs, the bus maintenance supervisor calls the maintenance division at this particular facility 
to alert them of the returning bus. 
Once the call has been placed to the maintenance facility of origin to alert them of the returning 
bus, the maintenance supervisor manually records the status of the bus condition on a "Fields 'Jnits 
Dispatched" form. The maintenance supervisor puts a "dead stamp" or "work required" indicator 
on the form and then faxes this form to the bus' maintenance facility of origin. The maintenance 
supervisor then enters the known information about the bus' condition into TOS (again, information 
is only entered into TOS if the bus is being sent back to its facility of origin for repairs). Once the 
bus has been repaired and is deemed fit for service by the maintenance facility, the maintenance 
supervisor located at the CCC is notified by the bus' maintenance facility that the bus is ready for 
service. This maintenance supervisor then records the "alive" status of the repaired bus on the 
"Fields Units Dispatched" form and then gives the form to the bus operations supervisor also 
located at the CCC who then enters this information into TOS. 
To compliment this newly-implemented process of keeping track of buses that have been brought 
back to a facility for a roadcall, MOTA has added another step that assists with the tracking of these 
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buses at the Central facility. At the Central facility, a maintenance instructor has been positioned 
in the yard to check each bus that is sent in for a roadcall by the bus maintenance supervisor 
located downtown at the CCC. This maintenance instructor checks the problem(s) as noted by the 
bus operator. If the problem(s) in question cannot be confirmed, the instructor makes the bus 
available for immediate return to service. The instructor then informs bus operations managers that 
a particular bus has been brought in for no apparent reason. Interestingly, although no disciplinary 
actions have been taken against bus operators who have brought a bus in for a roadcall without 
an apparent problem(s), this additional process has resulted in a nearly 50 percent decrease in the 
number of buses brought in for roadcalls. Evidently, if a bus operator knows that the roadcall in 
question might be challenged by the maintenance instructor and, in addition, that he/she might face 
possible disciplinary actions if the roadcall has been determined to be erroneous in nature, it 
appears that the operator is less likely to falsify a roadcall. If the instructor confirms the problem(s) 
with the bus as reported by the bus operator, the instructor records the problem(s) and gives this 
information to the maintenance supervisor at the Central facility. The maintenance supervisor then 
gives the bus priority status in the repair queue. Unfortunately, due to budgetary constraints, this 
particular process has only been implemented at the Central facility. MOTA is trying to find a way 
to implement this additional process at the other two bus facilities (Coral Way and Northeast). 
IV. TASK 3: EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TOS 
Task 3 involved an evaluation from the perspective of bus operations, bus maintenance, and MIS 
divisions regarding TOS. The objective of this evaluation was to determine how TOS assists in 
ensuring that buses are available for service, how effective individual elements are in TOS, and 
how outputs from TOS are used by both the bus maintenance and bus operations divisions. In 
addition to the conduct of personal interviews, CUTR staff visited two transit properties that operate 
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software similar to TOS that was also developed by TeleRide Sage. The site visits are summarized 
at the end of this section. 
Interviews with Key MDTA Personnel 
The following section details the interviews conducted by CUTR with key MOTA personnel that 
have a working knowledge of the software and hardware associated with the TOS system and the 
daily functions of the TOS system, as well. The MOTA personnel interviewed by CUTR regarding 
TOS included: 
• Vernon Clarke, Superintendent, Bus Operations; 
• Bill Imhof, Assistant General Superintendent, Bus Maintenance; 
• Bill Brown, Special Transportation Services (former Assistant General Superintendent of 
Operations); 
• Odilia Bercande, Management Information Systems Division; and 
• Luis Rivas, Management Information Systems Division. 
A summary from each of the interviews conducted with these MOTA personnel is provided below. 
Also, a brief paragraph that summarizes the five interviews is provided at the end of this section. 
Vernon Clarke - Superintendent, Bus Operations 
During the interview with Mr. Clarke, he commented that his primary concern about TOS is that it 
does not facilitate the operations' supervisors ability to dispatch buses. Specifically, he remarked 
that it slows them down considerably, thus, causing immense frustration on the part of dispatchers. 
Due to the slowness of TOS (specifically, the slow speed at which TOS processes information), 
dispatchers have resorted to keeping hard-copy manual records of their assignment of buses to 
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operators. Once the morning and evening peak slows down, the dispatchers input the information 
from the manually-generated hard-copy records of bus assignments into the TOS system. 
There was some TOS procedures training for operations' personnel, but Mr. Clarke believes that 
the training was not as useful as it could or should have been because of the continuous changes 
that were being made to TOS during the initial training period. Also, Mr. Clarke commented that 
the current TOS manual is outdated. He further stated that MDTA's MIS division is generally 
responsive when operations has questions regarding TOS, although they have not created a new, 
updated TOS manual that covers all of the procedures that a dispatcher needs to know when 
assigning buses to operators using TOS. 
Lastly, Mr. Clarke remarked that TOS is very slow due to it running on the central VAX system. 
He also commented that there are power outages as well as slowdowns in the central VAX system 
for other reasons that make TOS unreliable for dispatchers. Mr. Clarke commented that he does 
not believe that payroll uses current TOS reports. He made it clear during the interview that he 
understands the value of a system like TOS, but is generally not supportive of it in its current state. 
He would like to see TOS removed from the central VAX system and operating on stand-alone 
personal computers in a Microsoft Windows environment. 
Mr. Bill Imhof- Assistant General Superintendent, Bus Maintenance 
Mr. Imhof began the interview by stating that TOS is a program for bus operations, and not one for 
maintenance. For instance, the operators' line-up is done in TOS, while the maintenance lire-up 
is performed using a software program called Equipment Management System (EMS). 
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Mr. Imhof remarked during the interview that the biggest drawback to TOS is that it does not track 
in-service bus breakdowns. He commented that dispatchers are not inputting this information in 
real-time. He continued by stating that, although they might keep manual records of current bus 
breakdowns, they input the information into TOS too late which makes the information unusable. 
Another apparent problem with TOS, according to Mr. Imhof, is that the Communications Division 
of MOTA is responsible for repairing fareboxes, which requires an in-service bus to be brought back 
to the appropriate facility to make the necessary repairs. This procedure adds confusion to the 
process of keeping track of the status of buses ("alive" or "dead") and disposition of roadcalls. As 
an aside, Mr. Imhof remarked that hostlers are frustrated about not being able to find buses since 
operators do not always park their buses in their assigned lots at each facility. 
There have been committee meetings regarding TOS and roadcalls in the past, but no resolution 
has ever been reached. Everyone would like a real-time system to track the status of buses as 
related to roadcalls. EMS has an area to capture roadcalls, but that portion of EMS is not 
connected to TOS on the central VAX system. Consequently, maintenance relies on EMS and 
keeps a separate work station for TOS in the supervisors' room. Maintenance can input into the 
TOS system that a bus has been repaired and is ready for service. 
Mr. Imhof concluded the interview by noting that the programs (TOS and EMS) do not work well 
with each other and more coordination is needed. Specifically, there is not a method to link 
roadcalls to repair orders, and that roadcalls are not kept track of on a real-time basis. 
Bill Brown - Special Transportation Services (former Assistant General Superintendent of 
Operations) 
During the interview, Mr. Brown commented that he thinks that all modules in TOS have been 
corrected by MIS and are functioning as they should. He regards TOS as an effective 
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management tool, but not very user-friendly. He believes that dispatchers who utilize it daily can 
. 
use is effectively, but those dispatchers that use it infrequently want to do away with it. 
Mr. Brown continued by stating that the data and reports generated by TOS can be very useful. 
However, TOS is very slow. He commented that changing a bus or a driver assignment can take 
up to three or four minutes per change. He suggested removing TOS from the central VAX system 
and placing it on separate computer hardware. In addition to this recommendation, Mr. Brown also 
suggested that TOS' file management needs to be improved as well. He believes it should run on 
stand-alone personal computers that create files that could be uploaded to the central VAX system 
during the night. 
Mr. Brown commented that he likes the TOS system because it allows MOTA to manage within the 
constraints of Florida Statute 1490 (safety regulations) and because it has good report generation 
capabilities. While the present system works off of keystrokes, he thinks a system similar to TOS 
is available in a Microsoft Windows version from TeleRide Sage that works with a mouse and/or 
simple keystrokes. Even though the present system is not very user-friendly, he believes it is worth 
working with the system. He commented that maintenance now has computer-literate managers 
that can provide input and that a person should be dedicated by MIS to work exclusively with the 
TOS system. Mr. Brown concluded the interview by stating that part of the problem with TOS is 
when telephone lines go down or power outages occur, the TOS system is virtually useless. He 
believes that if the TOS system were decentralized, this would minimize the chances of TOS being 
inoperable. 
Odilia Bercande - Management Information Systems Division 
Ms. Bercande started the interview by commenting that MOTA currently owns the COBOL sc.urce 
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code for TOS. She believes that MIS has been very responsive to operations whenever they t1ave 
had a problem with TOS or needed customization of TOS. The CPUs that TOS runs on are 
currently at 200 percent capacity. Along with the other interviewees, she acknowledges the need 
for TOS to run on a separate system independent of the central VAX system. She estimated that, 
if TOS were to run on separate computer hardware, it may run as much as 10-times faster. 
She is aware that operations wants to run TOS in a Microsoft Windows environment, but 
commented that TeleRide Sage informally advised her that this transition could take up to three 
years and require a lot of additional funds. The transition would be a major task since the current 
TOS program has over 600 individual modules or programs to handle such tasks as customer 
information services; employee information; trip information; vehicle assignments, repairs, and 
scheduling; and operator absenteeism, discipline, and evaluations. Ms. Bercande also noted that 
a great deal of customization would be needed to accommodate the parameters of the ic:'lbor 
agreement. 
She commented that MIS has worked with operations in the past regarding the issue of bus 
assignments. MIS was asked to modify TOS to make sure maintenance clerks could clear out a 
vehicle when it was ready for service and that operations could not assign a bus that was not ready 
for service. However, initial tests did not go well due to the inability to capture correct information. 
Lastly, she thinks there probably is a need for a separation between EMS and TOS. She 
commented that EMS is a huge program, it runs on an IBM system, and presents challenges in 
communicating with the central VAX system. Currently, Ms. Bercande is the MIS representative 
assigned to work with bus maintenance and bus operations regarding the TOS system. 
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Luis Rivas - Management Information Systems Division 
Mr. Rivas began the interview by commenting that he was involved with the initial installation of the 
TOS system. Like other interviewees, he also realizes a need to speed up TOS. He believes that 
removing TOS from the central VAX system and placing it on a separate file server is a good idea 
and that this will speed up the TOS system. He is aware that TeleRide Sage is currently offering 
a version of the TOS system that operates within the Microsoft Windows environment, but notes 
that it has not been proven. He believes that there are technical constraints in switching to such 
a system. The current TOS system operates through user-driven menus that are relatively easy 
to use. In addition, he also commented that, because of state regulation 1490, it wou!d be 
inappropriate for each bus facility to work strictly with their own unlinked computers. 
Mr. Rivas continued by commenting that going to personal computers is not a good option at this 
time due to their prohibitive cost. If personal computers were purchased, they would have to be 
linked to the central VAX system. He noted that doing this just puts one back into the multi-
processor and shared-data environment that TOS currently operates in. 
He commented that operations has a need for a dedicated person to work with TOS and MIS and 
that there is always a need for training of dispatchers since operations supervisors can readily 
choose new assignments (moving in to and out of dispatch). Consequently, a person is needed 
who can provide refresher courses and assistance at all times. He commented that, from an 
organizational standpoint, this person should report to MIS. 
Summary of Interviews 
All of the MOTA personnel interviewed agree that the present TOS system does not function as 
well as it should as a dispatch system or as a communications tool between bus operations and 
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bus maintenance. There is also a consensus on the part of the interview subjects that the speed 
at which TOS processes information must be improved. However, there were conflicting 
suggestions as to how this should be accomplished. Several suggestions for increasing the speed 
at which TOS processes information were recommended by interviewees. Some of the 
interviewees commented that the most feasible and pragmatic solution is to remove TOS from the 
central VAX system to a separate, stand-alone computer such as an Alpha server. According to 
these interviewees, this would greatly improve the speed at which TOS processes information. 
Other interviewees suggested that, instead of removing TOS from the central VAX system 
altogether, the processing power of the central VAX machine should be improved. Nevertheless, 
even if TOS' operating speed is improved utilizing one of the two methods suggested, interviewees 
related that problems may still exist between bus operations and bus maintenance regarding the 
availability of buses that goes well beyond the TOS system. 
Transit Property Site Visits 
Initially, CUTR contacted TeleRide Sage to obtain a list of peer transit systems using similar 
software to the TOS system used by MOTA This produced a list of two possible peer transit 
systems for visitation by CUTR staff. The two systems that were identified as using software 
similar to TOS were Suburban Mobility Area Regional Transit (SMART) located in Detroit, 
Michigan, and New Jersey Transit (NJT) located in Newark, New Jersey. Telephone contact was 
made with a representative from each of these transit systems knowledgeable about the TeleRide 
Sage software to determine the feasibility of visiting each system. 
Discussions with the manager of bus service planning at NJT revealed that, while they utilize most 
of the components of the TeleRide Sage software, they do not use the software for bus 
assignment. Currently, NJT utilizes a manual system as the communications medium between bus 
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maintenance and bus operations when assigning buses to operators. Therefore, due to NJT not 
utilizing the specific component of the TeleRide Sage software under analysis in this research 
study, as well as the complexities involved with analyzing the coordination between bus 
maintenance and bus operations at a transit system as large as NJT, it was determined that a visit 
to NJT would not be beneficial to the stated objective of this research study. As a result, NJT was 
dropped as a candidate for a site visit by CUTR staff. 
With the exception of operating fewer total buses than MOTA, contact with a representative from 
SMART in Detroit, Michigan, revealed that they utilize the TeleRide Sage software for the 
assignment of buses to operators in much the same manner as MOTA and, in addition, 
experienced similar problems as MDTA's with their TOS system. Based on the information 
gathered from the telephone conversation, a site visit was arranged with an appropriate 
representative from SMART knowledgeable of their TeleRide Sage software. The site visit by 
CUTR staff to SMART took place in October 1995. 
SMART operates fixed-route service out of three facilities that house approximately 100 buses per 
facility. All buses are parked in-doors at the three facilities. Specifically, CUTR staff only visited 
the Oakland facility located north of the City of Detroit. In addition to a complete tour of the 
Oakland facility during the visit to SMART, the director of planning and dispatchers were 
interviewed regarding the use of the TeleRide Sage software. Real-time observation o~ the 
TeleRide Sage software along with the discussions with SMART personnel revealed that the 
software used by SMART is virtually identical to the TOS system used by MOTA. 
The site visit to SMART uncovered many of the same problems with the TeleRide Sage software 
experienced by MOTA including: 
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• a breakdown of communication between maintenance and operations related to roadcalls; 
• lack of speed when processing information in the TOS system; and 
• the need to manually communicate via telephone with maintenance collaterally with using the 
TOS system. 
The site visit to SMART did not reveal any information that would be useful to improvin~ the 
coordination between bus operations and bus maintenance utilizing the TOS system at MOTA. 
However, as a result of the site visit to SMART, the research team was put in contact with a 
representative from the Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA), located in Columbus, Ohio. After 
an initial telephone conversation with a representative from COTA, the research team concluded 
that a site visit to this system would be appropriate to learn more about how their bus operations 
and bus maintenance divisions communicate and coordinate bus assignments using the software 
developed by TeleRide Sage. 
CUTR's research team initially visited COTA in November 1995. COTA operates fixed-route 
service out of two facilities (McKinley and Fields) that house approximately 150 buses per fadlity. 
All buses are parked in-doors at the two facilities. During the initial visit to COTA, CUTR staff 
interviewed the director of transportation, the division superintendent of operations, and several 
division supervisors (dispatchers) at the McKinley facility regarding the use of the TeleRide Sage 
software (known as the Transit Operating Management Information System or TOMIS) at COTA. 
An extensive tour of both the operations and maintenance divisions at the McKinley facility was 
also conducted. In addition to conducting personal interviews with COTA dispatchers, CUTR staff 
also observed the dispatching function for both the AM and PM peak periods using TOMIS. 
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The initial site visit to COTA was extremely enlightening and beneficial to this project's objectives. 
Not only does COTA operate an efficient dispatch and bus assignment procedure utilizin~i the 
TOMIS system, but the actual bus facility is very neat, orderly, and clean. In addition to the facility 
itself, the morale of and cooperation between facility personnel including bus operators, 
dispatchers, maintenance staff, etc., appeared to be very high among those persons that are 
involved with the day-to-day operation of the facility. All persons encountered at this facility 
appeared to take tremendous pride in providing a valuable service to the citizens of Columbus, 
Ohio. 
Similar to the experience at SMART, CUTR staff observation of the TOMIS system in conjunction 
with the discussions with COTA personnel revealed that the TOMIS system used by COTA is 
virtually identical to the TOS system utilized by MOTA. However, one significant enhancement of 
the TOMIS system by COTA was the addition of a peripheral swipe card and printing device. The 
peripheral device is known at COTA as the automatic check-in system. The hardware for the 
peripheral device was developed in-house by COTA staff, and the COBOL programming code 
needed to interface with TOMIS was also written in-house. The COBOL programming was 
performed by COTA's MIS division. 
Specifically, the automatic check-in device provides a receipt to the bus operator after the operator 
has swiped his/her magnetically-encoded employee identification swipe card through the system. 
This receipt contains information including the exact time and date; facility name; operator name 
and employee number; run and block numbers (work assignment); parked location of the bus within 
the facility; a 60-day countdown of the expiration of the operator's commercial driver's license 
(CDL); and space for a written note (i.e., see supervisor). An example of an actual receipt is 
contained in Figure 1. 
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According to COTA personnel, this automatic operator check-in process has allowed them to 
eliminate one full-time dispatcher and one full-time clerk at each facility. Currently, there is only 
one dispatcher working at any given time at each facility. It must be noted that this process did not 
completely eliminate the face-to-face interaction between operator and dispatcher, but, instead, has 
reduced it significantly. 
Figure 1 
Example of Automatic Check-In 
Receipt 
02:09:36PM 18-JAN-96 MCK 
POLZIN JR., PAUL R. 2290 
You are registered on 
RUN 
41 
41 
BUS 
3542 
BLOCK 
1602 
1006 
LOC 
J12 
Other information gathered from the initial visit to COTA which could be beneficial to MDTA's 
mission of achieving 100 percent bus pullout includes COT A's method of bus storage. Specifi--;ally, 
buses are assigned to a row of the parking lot by bus type and by handicap accessibility. In 
addition, COTA's method of assigning buses to operators is performed by staff from the 
maintenance division and not by the operations division as at MOTA Specifically, as buses return 
to each facility (McKinley and Fields) throughout the day, a maintenance staff member stationed 
adjacent to the facility's bus entrance assigns each bus to a particular row (for example, parking 
space J12) within the facility so that it can be cleaned, fueled, and made fit service by a hostler. 
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After the bus has been made rea~y for service, this maintenance person reassigns the bus to a row 
by type and by handicap accessibility. The bus is now ready to be received by an operator for 
service. Unlike the procedure followed at MOTA, COTA's maintenance division controls and is 
totally responsible for a bus until the assigned operator accepts it for service. This has greatly 
reduced confusion as to whether a specific bus is available for immediate service. 
Based on the information gathered from the initial visit to COTA, the research team thought that 
it would be very beneficial for MOTA personnel to visit COTA in person to interact with its staff to 
discuss the details of TOMIS and the cooperative interaction between its operations and 
maintenance divisions. They could also discuss the possibility of acquiring the automatic check-in 
device and the COBOL programming code needed to integrate and interface the device with the 
TOS system used by MOTA. 
On January 18 and 19, 1996, Mr. Vernon Clarke, Superintendent, Bus Operations, ana Ms. 
Mariaelena Salazar, Manager, Management Information Systems (MIS), visited the COTA system 
to meet with representatives from COTA. Mr. Clarke and Ms. Salazar were accompanied by two 
representatives from CUTR. During the visit, an extensive tour of the McKinley facility's operations 
and maintenance divisions were conducted as well as a truncated tour of the Field's facility. 
Specific activities of this site visit included lengthy discussions with dispatchers, observations of the 
dispatch function during the AM and PM peak periods, discussions with the director of COTA's MIS 
division, and the manager of service scheduling to discuss TOMIS and the automatic check-in 
system and associated COBOL programming code. Lastly, a discussion related to the acquisition 
of the Trapeze scheduling software for future use by MOTA also occurred during the meeting with 
COTA's service scheduling division. 
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From these meetings, it was agreed that COTA would coordinate with personnel from MOTA's MIS 
and bus operations divisions to transfer the technology for the automatic check-in device over to 
MOTA. In addition, COTA also supplied copies of their contract between COTA and the local 
chapter of the Transport Workers Union of America and the Policy Manual for Represented 
Employees. 
A debriefing of the two MOTA staff and CUTR personnel that attended the second site visit to 
COTA confirmed that the visit was very beneficial and that MOTA's MIS division will maintain 
contact with COTA to secure the hardware and software for implementation of the automatic check-
in device. It was also discussed that it may be beneficial for other MOTA staff to visit COTA in the 
future. 
V. TASK 4: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to examine and evaluate the interface between bus operations and 
bus maintenance at MOTA, specifically in terms of placing buses into service every day. 
Communication between these two divisions is vital to ensure that a sufficient number of buses are 
available to be assigned to service every day. To assist with this task, MOTA uses TOS to track 
bus availability, assignments, and maintenance. TOS is one of the major communications tools 
between bus operations and bus maintenance, however, it is only one of several components 
necessary for the placement of buses into service. Improving certain elements of the TOS system 
such as the speed with which it processes information will improve bus availability only to a certain 
degree, but certainly not solve the problem entirely. Coupled with improving the TOS system, 
MOTA needs to solve labor shortages in maintenance and create new and refine existing 
procedures related to the placement of buses into service every day. 
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Based on the three previous tasks and a workshop attended by staff from MDTA's operations, 
maintenance, and MIS divisions, the following 12 recommendation were formulated to improve the 
bus availability problem: 
1. The operations and maintenance divisions at each facility should establish a liaison to work 
with the existing TOS coordinator. It is envisioned that the existing TOS coordinator will field 
questions from the liaisons and coordinate with the MIS division's TOS representative 
regarding the TOS matters (training, refresher courses, etc.) on an as needed basis. Initially, 
MIS should meet with dispatchers and the TOS liaisons to coordinate individual updates or 
changes to certain TOS screens to allow dispatchers more speedy input and access to 
information. This could include the use of "macros" to allow a dispatcher to easily go back 
and forth between the most used TOS screens. Also, the layout of individual TOS screens 
could be updated so that they could contain more information. 
2. Revise the existing TOS manual to include updates to the system completed since its 
implementation in 1989. This will include any changes to the system based on the 
outcome(s) of recommendation number one, above. 
3. Conduct refresher training courses for all bus operations and bus maintenance personnel that 
work closely with TOS after the manual has been updated. These courses could be taught 
by the newly established TOS liaisons along with MIS staff proposed in recommendation 
number one, above. 
4. After refresher training has been completed, bus operations and bus maintenance should 
attempt to remove redundant effort/paperwork (faxing, telephoning, etc.) over a six-month 
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period from the operation of TOS. The intent of this is to specifically allow bus operations and 
. 
bus maintenance staff to utilize the full capabilities of the TOS system through the removal 
of the redundant faxing and telephoning between the bus operations and maintenance 
divisions regarding bus availability. The current manual back-up system for the assignment 
of buses should be kept in place in the event of power failures, natural disasters, etc. 
5. Revisit the specific assignment of buses to designated parking spaces at each facility. This 
activity may have to be facility-specific due to the different physical configurations of each 
facility. 
6. Purchase new computer hardware that will allow TOS to operate as a stand-alone system or 
increase the information processing capability of the existing central VAX system. Either of 
these options will increase TOS' ability to assimilate information and, therefore, allow for 
quicker input and retrieval of TOS-related information. 
7. Enhance the existing batch reader in VMS to emulate the automatic check-in device used by 
COTA (previously referenced in this report). COTA has agreed to transfer both the hardware 
specifications and software programming language (COBOL) necessary to implement this 
system at MOTA. After a trial period of six months using the automatic check-in device, 
MOTA should reexamine the role of dispatchers and person power requirements in this area. 
8. Continue to utilize the recently-implemented bus maintenance radio supervisor located at the 
CCC at the County's Government Center (5th floor) for the handling of roadcalls. This may 
require the hiring of additional maintenance personnel to handle this function due to the fact 
that, initially, this process was to be only temporary in nature and that it required the 
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reallocation of maintenance personnel to the CCC. It has been shown that this new process 
has improved the accuracy of the tracking of buses that have been sent back to a particular 
facility for repairs and/or to track the use of "plug" buses used to replace the buses that have 
been sent back to a particular facility. 
9. Formally state, in writing, a set of procedures that define exactly what an "alive" bus is and 
what a "dead" bus is, and who will be responsible for the "deading" of buses (dispatcher, 
maintenance supervisor, etc.) in a variety of situations (a/c broken, etc.). For example, a bus 
is "alive" only when it is ready for an operator to use in-service, i.e., after all repairs have 
been made to the bus and it has been fueled and cleaned by the bus maintenance division. 
And, a "dead" bus, for example, is a bus that is not fit for service. This should, in conjunction 
with the other recommendations contained in this report, remove some of the uncert~inty 
surrounding a bus' immediate availability. Consideration should also be given to defining a 
bus that is in transition from "dead" to "alive," i.e., all of the maintenance work has been 
completed but the bus has not been returned to its assigned parking location or a bus is out 
of service and a mechanic is in route to the bus to determine if it will be taken out of service. 
10. Implement an interactive real-time display monitor system (OMS) that shows the status of 
buses, i.e., "alive" or "dead." The purpose of the OMS would be to keep bus operationr. and 
bus maintenance apprised of the status of buses ("alive" or "dead") in real-time. This could 
be accomplished with a color coding system on the OMS that denotes the bus number of 
"dead" buses in red and the bus number of "alive" buses in green, for example. The OMS 
hardware (display monitor) would be independent of the TOS system's, but the OMS would 
need to be interfaced with TOS in order for it to report the real-time status of buses. It is 
envisioned that the OMS hardware could consist of an external computer monitor (preferably 
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a very large color monitor) or some other type of display system that is strategically placed 
in both the operations and maintenance facilities to allow for ease of reference by staff 
members of both divisions. In addition, the DMS should show a running total in real time of 
the number of buses that are "alive" and "dead." 
11. Similar to the method used at COTA, it is recommended that bus maintenance should be 
responsible for assigning buses to operators. Unlike at MOTA where bus operations is 
responsible for assigning buses to operators, COTA's maintenance division is totally 
responsible for a bus until the assigned operator accepts it for service. The use of this 
procedure at COTA has greatly reduced confusion as to whether a specific bus is available 
for immediate service and greatly improved coordination between their maintenance and 
operations divisions. 
12. The assignment of buses to specific runs and/or individual pieces or work should be by bus 
"type" (i.e., articulated and/or handicap accessible) and not by specific bus "number." 
Consideration may have to be given to the assignment of certain buses that have full 
advertising (full wraps) to specific runs and/or individual pieces or work to uphold contra:tual 
obligations associated with the advertising. 
In order to successfully implement the above recommendations, it will be necessary for bus 
operations and bus maintenance personnel to follow the established procedures specified in the 
updated TOS Procedures Manual. In addition, a monitoring process should be developed and 
implemented to verify the accuracy of the information that is input in to and output from the TOS 
system, and to determine the overall success of the process. 
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Daily MDTA Bus Availability 
A-1 
A-2 
Table 6 
AM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/01/95 06/02/95 06/03/95 06/04/95 06/05/95 06/06/95 06/07/95 06/08/95 06/09/95 06/10/95 06/11/95 06/12/95 06/13/95 06/14/95 
'/ ..... .· ··. 
·.• .· >: Coral Way Division .. .... . ·. ... .· .... : I· . . 
04:00AM -5 5 55 63 10 4 5 2 2 45 69 8 8 7 
07:30AM 0 0 52 59 1 2 2 0 2 29 67 0 2 3 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i: : •· .. ,./ .. : . . . : :•: .. ,•·•.:.·· .. .· :.· .· . ... : ·. ·:> Central Division . · ...... :.:,: ::·· ..... ,> :·, ....... : ,. . ·. . .. 
04:00AM -11 -10 36 47 0 -7 -14 -28 -2 25 23 -12 -17 -15 
07:30AM 0 0 25 40 0 0 1 0 -3 8 18 -5 -4 -6 
Trippers Late 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 6 0 0 6 2 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Runs Late 0 4 0 0 1 1 2 6 6 0 0 5 7 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:'. . . ··.· .. 
·• .. './;:., .. I ;:, ·•'. i.j;:,: •. •.:. •: : 
.. . :- ·•, . . . .. : k . ;..<:: Northeast Division . , ..... : : . .. . . .. .. : ;::,:: .. : ;,: · . ·· .. · .. ., .. •: 
04:00AM -12 -10 18 51 -23 -13 -20 -18 -20 30 63 -2 -9 -9 
07:30AM 0 0 9 46 -2 0 0 0 0 25 56 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 3 1 3 0 0 3 3 2 9 0 0 0 0 . 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , ... ·.: . .,.: .. :.· •····{: ·. ,.,: ,. : ., '.:· Totals for AM .,',, ·.'.. ·: .. ... :, le., :: :· . •.: .. · ·, · . . . .... ·. . : 
04:00AM -28 -15 109 161 -13 -16 -29 -44 -20 100 155 -6 -18 -17 
07:30AM 0 0 86 145 -1 2 3 0 -1 62 141 -5 -2 -3 
Trippers Late 0 1 0 0 4 2 1 0 6 0 0 6 4 5 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Runs Late 3 5 3 0 1 4 5 8 15 0 0 5 7 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . -
A-3 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/15/95 06/16/95 06/17/95 06/18/95 06/19/95 06/20/95 06/21/95 06/22/95 06/23/95 06/24/95 06/25/95 06/26/95 06/27/95 06/28/95 
: . . 
Coral Way Division 
04:00AM 1 5 53 74 5 4 2 0 -6 17 58 -7 -19 -10 
07:30AM 0 0 50 72 3 2 2 0 2 21 54 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. •i:. ' 
: 
Central Division ·. .· 
04:00AM -18 -7 21 34 -17 -18 -8 -13 -13 27 27 -19 -16 -8 
07:30AM -4 0 7 0 0 -8 -3 1 3 15 23 0 -4 -2 
Trippers Late 2 1 2 0 1 8 3 2 1 0 0 0 4 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 6 6 0 2 3 7 6 3 4 0 0 5 3 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. 
Northeast Division .· ·' 
04:00AM 12 -14 32 69 -17 -16 -15 -18 -16 14 29 -22 -24 -27 
07:30AM 6 0 22 62 -4 0 -1 0 0 0 10 -17 0 -10 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 14 6 13 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Totals for AM : 
04:00AM -5 -16 106 177 -29 -30 -21 -31 -35 58 114 -48 -59 -45 
07:30AM 2 0 79 134 -1 -6 -2 1 5 36 87 -17 -4 -12 
Trippers Late 2 1 2 0 6 8 3 2 1 0 0 2 4 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 
Runs Late 6 6 0 2 3 7 6 3 5 0 4 19 9 13 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ·-
A-4 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/29/95 06/30/95 07/01/95 07/02/95 07/03/95 07/04/95 07/05/95 07/06/95 07107195 07/08/95 07/09/95 07/10/95 07/11/95 07/12195 
·: .:1' · .. : .. •' ·./' ... Coral Way Division . <•-· ·•·: ' ' .. ' •,\ . : :·. :· ' .. . . · ... ' ".,''." 
04:00AM 3 -10 38 59 -17 52 0 -1 -6 33 65 -5 -3 0 
07:30AM 2 0 38 57 0 50 0 1 0 33 62 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' ' / :_:• 
I /·•·• C 1.-•••. -. ,! \)I ._· ' ': , .. ·.· /i ,, ··,: l/·••·••J;,(/;• 
. 
•· '>,: ,· .. ·', .,,, _ ... ' c/j;i\• Central Division .. : ,,:::,<. ,,'' . " ., ,,, , ••• , ... , :::•.\:i,•: ' ., •: ' •',,,: '· . 
04:00AM -16 -8 37 41 -4 56 -11 -10 -13 45 49 -2 -1 -6 
07:30AM 0 4 16 38 0 51 -3 -1 -3 30 41 0 1 -4 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 3 3 2 3 6 4 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,, ·, ,; ::::/:'''.:: ,: ·,, 'Jt' l••,·,::,j/':./; 1, ; ,'.'·:if : :1:;:1:,: }{ '' ! i "', . / ,. ''. '>' ., :,:, ' ·, /.' ' ,:·,•·., ,.·.· PY>: Northeast Division : : ' >,:', ;, '.· .· ,: I, , . ,:;' ,, ' ,, ' ,; '' : : :,,·: ' ,,:, ' 
04:00AM -18 -16 37 55 -20 36 -15 -14 -19 32 51 -24 -17 -20 
07:30AM 0 0 33 48 -5 31 0 0 0 29 50 -4 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Runs Late 6 7 1 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 6 1 4 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'" ,;,: '·' 'i •• ,,•;.;,,,:,, r> : :;, I ,:,, •; /:'';,;' ,,: ,·,·-.::··•' I·•:• •••··-•· ·. :, ' ' '-·::., .. :':'.,, Totals for AM ,••C' ,: ' :, "' ' ··, ,· ,:, ' ',' ' " ;,' ,:•,, '· ' \·,•., :·•,:· : -·;' 
04:00AM -31 -34 112 155 -41 144 -26 -25 -38 110 165 -31 -21 -26 
07:30AM 2 4 87 143 -5 132 ·3 0 -3 92 153 -4 1 -4 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 6 0 8 0 3 0 0 3 1 0 
Trippers Missed 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Runs Late 6 7 1 0 1 0 12 4 5 2 3 12 5 9 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ----
A-5 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 07/13/95 07/14/95 07/15/95 07/16/95 07/17/95 07/18/95 07/19/95 07/20/95 07121/95 07/22/95 07/23/95 07/24/95 07/25/95 07/26/95 
' 
··. .· 
Coral Way Division 
04:00AM 3 -4 55 75 2 -5 -2 -4 -3 48 61 -11 -11 2 
07:30AM 0 3 42 72 2 0 0 0 0 37 60 3 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division . · . ',, ' 
04:00AM -9 -14 30 40 -10 -16 -16 -18 -15 33 35 -26 -15 -14 
07:30AM 1 0 28 34 0 1 -5 -1 -1 20 23 0 -1 -1 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 0 3 0 4 4 2 8 2 1 0 1 3 6 3 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Northeast Division •, ' ',' ' ., 
04:00AM -22 -15 27 61 -11 -16 -9 -12 -26 19 46 -39 -30 -23 
07:30AM 0 0 20 59 0 0 0 0 0 19 44 -4 -4 0 
Trippers late 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Runs Late 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 6 2 3 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for AM 
04:00AM -28 -33 112 176 -19 -37 -27 -34 -44 100 142 -76 -56 -35 
07:30AM 1 3 90 165 2 1 -5 -1 -1 76 127 -1 -5 -1 
Trippers late 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Runs Late 3 5 2 4 6 2 8 5 4 0 1 9 8 6 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ----- ---
A-6 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 07/27/95 07/28195 07129195 07/30195 07131195 08/01/95 08/02/95 08/03/95 08/04/95 08105/95 08/06195 08/07/95 08/08/95 08/09/95 
. 
1; 
I < ;.•.• .r : . . ·'·• Coral Way Division ,, . .... :,. I :' I ·• , ... ·., ... · . : ,. '• . .. 
04:00AM 6 2 51 73 0 4 4 4 2 62 75 2 -8 -1 
07:30AM 0 2 53 71 0 134 2 3 1 59 72 1 0 1 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. ' 1·•••,:;.:·J,:,·•., : 
. , ,' .... :'.' , ., •· 1d/'i.: I '1ff:\/>:•:Ji~l:i I>:;<: ...•. ··• ::.::•·:•:· ·,. ,, . l•··•.'• .. •\'t .·;. ;:'., .. ,:, 
,,, 
,/ •.;,····· ,•, >. ··•/i Central Division .. , .,,,,_!!:<\::, .•:·, .. : :.:.·r• ,:;, . . .... ·::.>'; >: .,: ,\' ·: ,;, ·' .' . 
04:00AM -17 -3 15 38 -8 0 -4 -17 6 35 47 -15 -4 -6 
07:30AM -2 2 15 30 0 0 4 -2 3 22 40 -3 -1 -2 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 0 1 3 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 
Runs Late 3 2 0 0 11 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Northeast Division k. 'i,',:'.:; i\J'i/X:,> 11:.:•.) t l;",C> :·•.·. I• •":Ji::;;;::/! ,:,·y;:,, ·"'"':i{;f,;. I\,•;·<···· ·: \iJ,,i ; : . :? .Y·•·•.,'.it, ·";; ,· > '· :: ... .: ... ,; ; .'./ ·,\. '·: . . . . ' :/ . . ';', :: .. _ : ·:: . · .. . ·•.· .. . 'e,,t,'.:ff 
04:00AM -22 -29 13 56 -27 -21 -15 -26 -27 13 40 -35 -31 -33 
07:30AM 0 0 0 54 -2 0 -3 -2 -6 11 37 -2 -2 0 
Trippers Late 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.· ·: .. -::'_: : ..... i::< ;.· •..•. • .. ·,;,;,;., . ,. : .. ,: ... :•: if Totals for AM • >.:.: ·.,:.: ,' ·· . •. . : •·' • .. .:. -• ,.' ·:·:,,•.·, : .. ·.· .. 
04:00AM -33 -30 79 167 -35 -17 -15 -39 -19 110 162 -48 -43 -40 
07:30AM -2 4 68 155 -2 134 3 -1 -2 92 149 -4 -3 -1 
Trippers Late 3 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 6 0 0 22 1 3 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 
Runs Late 4 2 0 0 11 0 5 4 4 0 1 1 3 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---- --
A-7 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 08/10/95 08/11/95 08/12/95 08/13/95 08/14/95 08/15/95 08/16/95 08/17/95 08/18/95 08/19/95 08/20/95 08/21/95 08/22/95 08/23/95 
. · .. 
Coral Way Division .· 
04:00AM -8 -4 39 0 -8 -8 -9 -4 -4 44 71 -1 -9 -7 
07:30AM 1 0 42 63 0 0 0 0 0 41 76 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
.. .. · . 
Central Division 
·•· 
,, ·. . ,· . . ' ,. .. 
04:00AM -1 -8 33 39 -17 -8 -16 -10 -13 33 30 -22 -7 -19 
07:30AM 5 0 26 30 -4 0 -3 1 2 26 25 -7 2 -4 
Trippers Late 2 0 0 0 12 0 4 2 0 0 0 2 0 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 5 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 1 0 6 1 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' . 
Northeast Division - . ·,. , . .. .". · . ·.· .... •. ' 
04:00AM -32 -33 4 39 -25 -30 -33 -30 -31 15 31 -32 30 -25 
07:30AM 0 0 1 36 -6 -7 -9 -4 -13 7 31 -1 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 5 0 0 3 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 5 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 21 23 1 1 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for AM ·. .· - , .. 1 .. . 
04:00AM -41 -45 76 78 -50 -46 -58 -44 -48 92 132 -55 14 -51 
07:30AM 6 0 69 129 -10 -7 -12 -3 -11 74 132 -8 2 -4 
Trippers Late 2 0 0 0 20 0 4 8 5 0 0 6 0 6 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 5 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 5 0 0 0 1 7 16 21 23 2 1 6 1 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ---
A-8 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 08/24/95 08/25/95 08/26/95 08/27/95 08/28195 08/29/95 08/30/95 08131/95 09/01/95 09/02/95 09103/95 09/04/95 09/05/95 09/06/95 
' ' 
,, ', '' '.' 
i" '/ '' 
., 
Coral Way Division ': \:, ' ,: ', ,', ', " ':' :, ':,' ,, ': ', ,, ' · .. 
04:00AM -11 0 43 71 -4 -5 -12 -4 -1 47 40 52 3 1 
07:30AM 0 0 38 64 0 0 0 0 2 43 39 43 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,::,:·;:'.·-':•·::: .·•··>••·· ••,\.;,'TN) r,t:ic:., ... >i{i !<,, i / ,/ii' I•,\'· . 
' ', ;., ' ~ : < i; ,, ''.i•tlt Central Division .,, ·::.:: ,, : ,'• :·, ', ',' 1 ,•· ,: :, 
04:00AM -13 0 0 35 -12 -11 -10 -10 -8 28 37 39 -1 -13 
07:30AM -6 0 0 23 2 0 2 2 2 19 30 30 1 0 
Trippers Late 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
?: \ ;:,., ,c:: ·{;fr; ,,: ' ;,, : : .x' ,' ,.:,>,,(' ',,,' ,,i,L\j I: ' :\ ,: '"'1.:: : ', '',', ',,,:,;, Northeast Division ' ,,, ,, : "' , .. ':. : ,,, ' 
04:00AM -28 0 0 45 -22 -23 -25 -20 -20 26 46 67 -18 -19 
07:30AM 0 0 0 40 0 -4 0 0 0 20 43 66 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
', ·. 
.' .. ·:i\ :· 
'' ,: ,, Ii : : ', ,' ·:>,· Totals for AM ', ,,; ' ,, .. , ' ",,,' ! ',, :,, '' ' : ' '· ,' ', 
04:00AM -52 0 43 151 -38 -39 -47 -34 -29 101 123 158 -16 -31 
07:30AM -6 0 38 127 2 -4 2 2 4 82 112 139 1 0 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 7 0 0 5 2 5 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- ---
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Table 6 (continued) 
AM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 09/07/95 09/08/95 09/09/95 09/10/95 09/11/95 09/12/95 09/13/95 09/14/95 09/15/95 09/16/95 09/17/95 09/18/95 09/19/95 09/20/95 
: ', 
Coral Way Division ', ,,, 
' 
-
04:00AM 4 -6 27 0 -4 -9 -8 -10 -8 38 60 -1 -12 -6 
07:30AM 1 1 24 0 0 -3 0 0 0 32 57 1 0 0 
Trippers Lale 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,,,,' '' < ;· ', Central Division ,, 
' 
,, ' ,,, ' ',. 
04:00AM -13 -14 20 37 -25 -17 -27 -26 -4 25 47 -16 -15 -15 
07:30AM 0 -8 13 20 -9 -8 -4 -4 -1 16 36 -14 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 14 1 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 12 0 2 7 8 3 5 1 4 0 0 3 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" 
,:i:' 
' 
' : : ' ' :. Northeast Division " ,; ).,, '" : ', ,,' ' ' ' 
04:00AM -26 -21 9 53 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 29 51 -19 -20 -20 
07:30AM 0 0 3 52 0 0 0 0 0 20 47 0 0 0 
Trippers Lale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for AM ,:, 
', ,, .. ' :,. ', ' ' :, 
04:00AM -35 -41 56 90 -49 -46 -55 -56 -32 92 158 -36 -47 -41 
07:30AM 1 -7 40 72 -9 -11 -4 -4 -1 68 140 -13 0 0 
Trippers Lale 0 2 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 14 1 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Lale 0 12 0 2 7 9 3 5 1 4 0 0 3 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·-- --
A-10 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 09/21/95 09/22/95 09/23/95 09/24/95 09/25/95 09/26/95 09/27/95 09/28/95 09/29/95 09/30/95 10/01/95 10/02/95 10/03/95 10/04/95 
Coral Way Division ,. 
04:00AM -9 -4 39 69 7 -7 -4 -1 -11 43 43 -11 -11 -8 
07:30AM 0 0 38 61 0 0 0 0 38 41 -3 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed o I o I o I o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division ···I: .. · -1· · '1··· :_,-. ·': ; ·,}_,'," , .. , ::":· ... I .,· .... ' ., . I 
04:00AM -20 -19 39 35 -30 -23 -15 -14 -4 38 58 -3 -16 -13 
07:30AM -6 -7 23 21 -15 -6 0 0 3 30 56 0 -2 0 
Trippers Late 0 6 0 0 2 2 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 6 2 0 12 8 5 4 6 0 0 4 4 
Runs Missed o I o I o I o I o I o I o o I o 0 0 0 0 0 
Northeast Division 
I , .. , .. I'., ... · .. 
,·L· sr. ... 
04:00AM -20 -21 27 57 -19 -25 -7 -20 -28 31 40 -18 -19 -18 
07:30AM 0 0 22 49 0 0 0 0 0 10 36 -2 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 o I o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for AM ~! - l,'c " I ._, I -
04:00AM -49 -44 105 161 -42 -55 -26 -35 -43 112 141 -32 -46 -39 
07:30AM -6 -7 83 131 -14 -6 0 0 3 78 133 -5 -2 0 
Trippers Late 0 6 0 0 2 4 0 7 4 0 0 14 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 6 2 14 9 5 4 7 5 4 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -----------~----~~----~------...L..------'- -~ 
A-11 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 10/05/95 10/06/95 10/07/95 10/08/95 10/09/95 10/10/95 10/11/95 10/12/95 10/13/95 10/14/95 10/15/95 10/16/95 10/17/95 10/18/95 
.. . , . 
Coral Way Division .· .. ·. 
04:00AM -2 -4 46 54 3 6 -1 3 -1 46 68 1 -12 1 
07:30AM -1 0 36 49 0 0 0 1 0 46 65 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division ·' .... , ·. I , ', :.•, ·: .·· 
04:00AM -15 -13 21 27 1 -1 -21 -10 4 26 46 -9 -9 -8 
07:30AM 0 0 14 20 0 2 -2 0 0 18 37 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 12 0 0 5 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 8 2 0 1 3 1 4 0 3 0 0 1 4 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,\,, .,. : Northeast Division 
" 
,', ,. ,' 
04:00AM -17 -20 24 45 -20 -19 -20 -11 -20 21 22 -20 -20 -21 
07:30AM 0 0 20 44 0 0 0 0 0 15 20 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for AM , ·. .. :. :· 
04:00AM -34 -37 91 126 -16 -14 -42 -18 -17 93 136 -28 -41 -28 
07:30AM -1 0 70 113 0 2 -2 1 0 79 122 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 2 0 0 2 3 0 1 12 0 0 8 0 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 1 8 2 0 1 4 2 4 ·1 3 0 5 3 5 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
A-12 
Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 10/19/95 10/20/95 10/21/95 10/22/95 10/23/95 10/24/95 10/25/95 10/26/95 10/27/95 10/28/95 10/29/95 10/30/95 10/31/95 11/01/95 
·, ,, ·: '' : 
.:.·:: : ·: .·.: Coral Way Division ,,, ,•,' '' ',, ', '·,,'',' ,' ; : ,' ' > ,·' :,,, '., 
04:00AM -2 -9 51 66 6 1 0 4 -2 41 58 2 -5 -5 
07:30AM 0 0 49 64 0 0 1 2 1 38 51 3 0 0 
Trippers Late 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
', ,.-,' ,,·, ,:, 
,'' .. :,' . <, <H ' i ,::;:,, ·,, ,,, ' '' ' ,'• 1, " ',· ' Central Division ,', ,'; ",, _::,:. ,, ', ·,, ,:; ,, ; ' 
' 
:: '' 
04:00AM -14 -5 20 41 -13 -8 -8 -2 -2 23 33 -4 -1 2 
07:30AM 0 0 10 34 4 3 2 4 0 21 24 2 2 0 
Trippers Late 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 5 4 0 0 2 1 0 3 4 0 1 2 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,,' •',, ': ,/ J/ ,·,,•·· ,;.;, >{ I )sii•:rt< },/:'::\\ :'. : ,,,·,•.••\\,, ' '.'• ~ 
,, 
';,; 
Northeast Division '' ':,· ' ' : ' ' ,, ':'' ·::, :: ' :,,··•.',' ," ', I: ,, Ii: .• 
04:00AM -20 -23 34 15 -20 -20 -23 -18 -19 25 33 -16 -23 -20 
07:30AM 0 0 29 6 0 0 0 0 0 19 26 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
', ,, : ,, ,', ' ' u .. '' : :: ,,:,., Totals for AM / I.• ''. I' ':· : ,/( { :, ,:: ',, :.•I·, , ,,,: ' 
' ' ',' ',' ,' I '· 
04:00AM -36 -37 105 122 -27 -27 -31 -16 -23 89 124 -18 -29 -23 
07:30AM 0 0 88 104 4 3 3 6 1 78 101 5 2 0 
Trippers Late 1 3 0 0 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 6 4 0 1 2 1 1 5 5 0 1 4 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--'-- --~ 
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Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 11/02/95 11/03/95 11/04/95 11/05/95 11/06/95 11/07/95 11/08/95 11/09/95 11/10/95 11/11/95 11/12/95 11/13/95 11/14/95 11/15/95 
·. 
Coral Way Division 
04:00AM -1 3 24 63 2 -4 2 o -1 39 44 -2 -3 -4 
07:30AM o 1 18 59 o o o o 1 35 40 o o o 
Trippers Late 1 o o o o 1 o o 1 o o 1 o o 
Trippers Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Runs Late 1 1 o o o o o o o o o o 2 2 
Runs Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Central Division .. : ... . 
04:00AM 2 -2 28 44 -11 -11 -17 -11 -4 33 36 -12 -20 -21 
07:30AM 4 -6 18 42 o 2 2 o 4 28 29 o -5 -9 
Trippers Late o o o o o o 1 o o o o 1 o 2 
Trippers Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Runs Late 3 3 2 o 2 2 1 2 1 o o 1 4 7 
Runs Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
.... ,\ ;' . I, ·.· Northeast Division . : .· • .. :· ,,"·, : .. ' : .. 
04:00AM -20 -21 16 15 -21 -20 -21 -20 -22 20 33 -20 -20 -20 
07:30AM o o 10 8 o o o o o 10 26 o o o 
Trippers Late o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Trippers Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Runs Late o o o o o o o o o o 2 3 o o 
Runs Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
. 
Totals for AM ... . 
04:00AM -19 -20 68 122 -30 -35 -36 -31 -27 92 113 -34 -43 -45 
07:30AM 4 -5 46 109 o 2 2 o 5 73 95 o -5 -9 
Trippers Late 1 o o o o 1 1 o 1 o o 2 o 2 
Trippers Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Runs Late 4 4 2 o 2 2 1 2 1 o 2 4 6 9 
Runs Missed o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
~ 
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Table 6 (continued) 
AM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 11/16/95 11/17/95 11/18195 11/19/95 11/20/95 11/21/95 11/22/95 11/23/95 11/24/95 11/25/95 11/26/95 11127/95 11128/95 11/29/95 
: : ..... ••,, .. : ·, . : ,' 
Coral Way Division ,· : .,i .· . ·: ,' ' 
04:00AM 2 0 48 70 2 4 -3 69 -2 53 78 7 3 6 
07:30AM 3 0 45 70 1 0 0 0 0 50 74 2 2 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:,• 
.•,\ 
;:: ,', .. , .•=:t ':::·· .... :,=·•./:,;;:it !:::>.\.'.•••· '· ·:· :· ,, ,: ·, ',:. ·,. : ·,' ,,', ·• :, .. : ,,, ,: ,\i:= : :, :,"' .,:'' ':·: Central Division I,•(.·' ·: '·> '', ·•,, " ,', '! ', ', ', : ' : 
04:00AM -2 -9 0 20 -9 -3 -5 44 4 0 63 -13 -12 -12 
07:30AM 5 3 0 4 2 2 4 38 0 36 41 0 -1 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 2 3 0 0 4 5 0 0 1 1 3 0 2 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
', ,' ' 1,,' :t ,;i\ ltl'/•• ·•••· 1:· :,·.,,:; ! : :':: , .. :. :L : :, ;.:\, ?ii ' ·>, .,.,.. I \,.< ', ::,., .... ,: Northeast Division ·,,, ,· ,• ... i.' ,,,,, ,,;:,".Ji:· .'..:::, :.}, .. ,, >, : : ' ' ', 
04:00AM -20 -20 26 54 -20 -21 -21 65 -8 0 29 -10 -17 -19 
07:30AM 0 1 12 :49 0 0 0 63 0 0 22 1 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' ·.- .... · .. ,' ':1, ';:, ' I,, .. : . ,', ·:, .: ''•.'' Totals for AM ' , ' . , . ".: ': .: ,' .. · .(,,, . ·,,· .: ·, / ·: ,,, : !, ':: :. : ' ":' ' ' : ' :: ,' ' 
04:00AM -20 -29 74 144 -27 -20 -29 178 -8 53 170 -16 -26 -25 
07:30AM 8 4 57 25 3 2 4 101 0 86 137 3 1 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 2 5 0 0 4 6 0 1 2 2 4 1 2 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --~ . 
A-15 
Table 7 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/01/95 06/02/95 06/03/95 06/04/95 06/05/95 06/06/95 06/07/95 06/08/95 06/09/95 06/10/95 06/11/95 06/12/95 06/13/95 06/14/95 
Coral Way Division ·. ·. 
12:00NOON -11 -10 46 64 -13 -15 -10 -11 -12 43 59 -14 -16 -15 
16:30 PM 2 2 63 72 2 4 1 2 0 53 72 0 0 0 
Trippers late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- .· 
•· 
.· 
Central Division : • I 
12:00NOON 0 0 0 0 0 -14 -15 0 0 0 0 0 -21 -18 
16:30 PM 2 2 5 0 0 -1 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 -7 
Trippers late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
.· •: Northeast Division - '.·. -·1. :· •1 - - .· ... , . '. .· . ·. 
12:00 NOON -15 -14 2 55 -21 -13 -14 -14 -14 25 56 -15 14 -13 
16:30 PM -10 -4 0 59 0 3 0 0 0 21 55 0 -2 0 
Trippers Late 5 2 0 0 0 0 4 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM .. :: 
12:00 NOON -26 -24 48 119 -34 -42 -39 -25 -26 68 115 -29 -23 -46 
16:30 PM -6 0 68 131 2 6 3 2 0 80 127 0 -2 -7 
Trippers late 5 2 0 0 0 0 4 6 1 0 0 1 1 2 
Trippers Missed 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs late 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - .. -- - ·- ---- ------
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Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/15/95 06/16/95 06/17/95 06/18/95 06/19/95 06/20/95 06/21/95 06/22/95 06/23/95 06/24/95 06/25/95 06/26/95 06/27/95 06/28/95 
. . · 
. \: . : ;: Coral Way Division ... · ··. ,• I·• . : : : . 
12:00 NOON -14 -11 47 68 -11 -13 0 -11 -12 24 43 -15 0 -11 
16:30 PM 0 0 61 65 0 3 0 0 0 31 61 -8 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.' :': ::: :, < ' :· <:' •:: ,,;'\'. ' >: .. · ,···' . :.?: ' ': >· ; ·. Central Division ·, :: '. · .. :·; •. . .. :· ·.• '• .··· . •, 
12:00 NOON -25 -20 28 -10 -22 -6 -10 -22 -20 -40 18 -10 -12 0 
16:30 PM -4 0 0 0 -5 0 2 -4 -8 5 15 -2 0 0 
Trippers Late 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(' 
,-'. ,,· "', '.· ,,,,, . ·: 
· .... \ ... ·.· ,: . Northeast Division :, I':· ,. :r, .. :'i. !·!, .•• ,,,. . . ,., ' . ' .. . : 
12:00 NOON -10 -8 20 64 -17 -15 -11 -18 -15 0 0 19 -19 -20 
16:30 PM 0 0 18 59 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 1 -4 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. .· 
.· : 
Totals for PM ,, :' "'.: .. . " ., .. . : ... 
12:00NOON -49 -39 95 122 -50 -34 -21 -51 -47 -16 61 -6 -31 -31 
16:30 PM -4 0 79 124 -5 6 2 -4 -8 36 80 -9 -4 0 
Trippers Late 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 2 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -·-L...-.--- - -----
A-17 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 06/29/95 06/30/95 07/01/95 07/02/95 07/03/95 07/04/95 07/05/95 07/06/95 07/07/95 07/08/95 07/09/95 07/10/95 07/11/95 07/12/95 
Coral Way Division . 
12:00 NOON -25 -27 28 43 -17 50 -15 -14 -15 21 63 -13 -12 -14 
16:30 PM 0 0 22 39 -13 48 0 0 0 34 72 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division ·.· > .. .. 
12:00 NOON -19 -9 11 30 -16 21 -18 -12 -12 0 35 0 -18 -20 
16:30 PM 0 1 0 25 1 23 -3 -2 0 0 5 0 1 -1 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. . .:.· . . 
' j Northeast Division . ·. .•·· 1. · . .· ' 
12:00NOON -16 -16 30 47 17 31 -18 -7 -10 28 46 -27 -15 -18 
16:30 PM -6 0 30 46 0 26 0 0 0 26 40 -9 0 -3 
Trippers Late 0 3 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM .. 
12:00NOON -60 -52 69 120 -16 102 -51 -33 -37 49 144 -40 -45 -52 
16:30 PM -6 1 52 110 -12 97 -3 -2 0 60 117 -9 1 -4 
Trippers Late 0 3 0 0 14 0 5 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L.--- ·-- ··------- ·----
A-18 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 07/13/95 07/14195 07115195 07/16/95 07/17195 07/18/95 07/19195 07/20195 07121195 07/22/95 07/23/95 07/24/95 07/25195 07/26195 
.· . . : ·. · . ·.: . .:.'. .: 
Coral Way Division •, ···. - " ' ·: : 
12:00 NOON -12 -1 37 62 -12 0 -6 -11 -14 26 56 -17 -4 -18 
16:30 PM 0 0 41 71 0 10 0 0 0 39 51 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\ .·:, :\:. ·>: .. )/,:> c:•-··•··•·-·'',> : : ::,; i 
,' , .. ·: . ,: : > < ·. .. - ,- . ::·- I : \ . Central Division ·: ,:. '.:: i ,,•r_i- ·.1,•. ':: -: , _I • ,, . ·, .. .: ·: . '·· •: 
12:00NOON -25 -12 0 65 -15 -15 -18 -12 -20 0 30 -25 -22 -20 
16:30 PM 1 0 0 20 -5 -2 1 -2 -1 0 0 -3 -8 -5 
Trippers Late 10 0 0 0 5 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 10 5 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.:· J\'.;: : : .,, './ ,/> 
.. ,,, 
' '::i: :::,i-:'. I< :,,:,. ·. 
'•: ,•: . : : ?' :. I 
Northeast Division ·:-. ·.··-.· -,,•,.·;,:._, 1:. :':IL'\:::, .' --: : ' . ':. ·, .. -, ' .. :.: ' -- :'.'::-: ·,,, ,· ·' _, ,.· 
12:00NOON -12 -16 20 52 -27 -20 -14 -14 -20 8 42 -27 -20 -12 
16:30 PM 0 0 5 50 -13 0 0 0 0 0 39 -15 0 0 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 8 0 0 0 9 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·-
'.' ·_. : . <: ; : ,: .-: ':: 'i, ···•·- . . :s, -< -,· 
: ·: ,.,•''': . .. Totals for PM . : ... - . . :· _: . .. ,' .· . 
12:00NOON -49 -29 57 179 -54 -35 -38 -37 -54 34 128 -69 -46 -50 
16:30 PM 1 0 46 141 -18 8 1 -2 -1 39 90 -18 -8 -5 
Trippers Late 13 0 0 0 5 6 1 5 8 0 0 1 19 5 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 10 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- ---- - ----- -------- ----
A-19 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 07/27/95 07/28/95 07/29/95 07/30/95 07/31/95 08/01/95 08/02/95 08/03/95 08/04/95 08/05/95 08/06/95 08/07/95 08/08/95 08/09/95 
Coral Way Division 
12:00 NOON -15 -14 57 62 0 0 -16 -15 -12 42 61 -16 -12 0 
16:30 PM 0 0 67 75 0 134 0 1 0 57 73 -1 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division ·. 
12:00 NOON -11 -13 15 20 -13 0 -26 -26 -20 0 20 -8 -20 -19 
16:30PM 0 -1 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 -7 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 
.. .. 
Northeast Division ' : 
12:00NOON -16 -20 5 52 -15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16:30 PM 0 0 4 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
Totals for PM .. 
12:00 NOON -42 -47 77 134 -28 0 -42 -41 -32 42 81 -24 -32 -19 
16:30 PM 0 -1 92 123 0 134 0 1 0 57 78 -8 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 8 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ------ ----- ·-
A-20 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 08/10/95 08/11/95 08112/95 08/13/95 08/14/95 08/15/95 08/16195 08/17/95 08/18/95 08119195 08120/95 08/21/95 08/22/95 08/23/95 
' ,, 
,,, 
.··. ' 
Coral Way Division 
.·, 
';. .· I ' ' ' ,, I.· : ,,,, 
12:00NOON -25 -15 38 61 -15 -13 -14 -13 -12 49 67 -12 2 -21 
16:30 PM 0 0 55 67 0 0 0 0 0 46 79 0 -3 -2 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
',' ,, ', '·, .. . r '':t, 1 .... , ;i~~;hi ·i:• ·:c<,,;i ' ;, : ; '.:, ''· ', '.,:·:' .,\. Central Division ,'' >: ' ,, ';.',:' ,•,,: ,' 1·,':•·•;,•., ,h, ,•.',_, ' ' ' ,, ,' ' ' 
12:00NOON -9 -12 0 7 0 -24 -22 -14 -11 0 22 -18 -12 -11 
16:30 PM 2 -3 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 .6 0 15 .6 -13 2 
Trippers Late 0 3 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' ',: ·•:>,,, ' ':,,,::, ,,,,·,, ' I: ,'', ;:i;;.:i' I ; f:.:i/:,:1<•.•··· ',•+': {, ;,··,: .2•~·,•:: ' :::,;;, '·:,·· : ': 
',, 
:!,>::' 
·, ' ,, 
Northeast Division ,,., ,,,,,,·,,j,,, .,.:,,, '. '; ·., ' .:. ,, ' ,. ·.·· ' 
12:00 NOON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
: ' 
', .,· ... ·.·. 
: : ' .;::, I;}/.:•+: .;. ·" ' : ··: ;, 
',' ,::,' Totals for PM ,· : '·: ,:' ,' · .. ,: ' :<\:'' 
12:00 NOON -34 -27 38 68 -15 -37 -36 -27 -23 49 89 -30 -10 -32 
16:30PM 2 -3 55 67 0 -2 -2 0 .6 46 94 .6 -16 0 
Trippers Late 0 3 1 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
---- ---- - ---
A-21 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 08/24/95 08/25/95 08/26/95 08/27/95 08/28/95 08/29/95 08/30/95 08/31/95 09/01/95 09/02/95 09/03/95 09/04/95 09/05/95 09/06/95 
Coral Way Division "" 
12:00 NOON -15 0 33 51 -14 0 21 0 -15 41 35 64 -16 0 
16:30 PM 0 0 49 69 0 ~ 0 0 0 59 30 71 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"" : " 
Central Division 
12:00NOON -9 0 0 20 -11 -18 -9 -10 -13 16 30 33 -19 -16 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 0 -2 0 1 -5 0 15 4 28 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"" 
Northeast Division "· : " " "" 
12:00NOON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -25 18 41 67 -22 -24 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5 15 40 60 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM " : 
12:00NOON -24 0 33 71 -25 -18 12 -10 -53 75 106 164 -57 -40 
16:30 PM 0 0 49 69 -2 ~ 1 -5 -5 89 74 159 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~- ------ "" ·---~ -----~- __ ._ ___ "_ 
A-22 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 09/07/95 09/08/95 09/09/95 09/10/95 09111/95 09/12/95 09/13/95 09/14/95 09/15/95 09/16/95 09117/95 09/18/95 09119195 09/20/95 
. ' .. · . . ·: • . 
.. / . Coral Way Division ·.·· . ··. ' . '·. .,·. 
12:00 NOON -21 -17 18 64 -24 0 0 -15 -16 43 49 -14 -28 -14 
16:30 PM 0 0 23 73 -5 0 0 -3 0 51 61 0 1 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, ... .,. :·. /i .-, ,•, > • .... .. ' :,< ,: Central Division ' , ... , . •· .. ··•..:· ·, ; ., ' :;,:.·, .. . ,,. :·· ·• ·.·· 
12:00NOON -14 -18 0 0 0 -32 -25 -27 -25 0 20 -29 -23 -21 
16:30 PM 0 -2 0 0 0 -5 0 -9 -10 0 0 -10 -5 0 
Trippers Late 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 10 0 0 5 3 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. :'•., ' I••••.,:.,:;; '.,:,,./,,, ••·: .. 
.. ··•·· : 
,. \,( •··. :1. ,. ., ,, t ' .·, :··' Northeast Division i.,, ·. :.,.: ·: ... •· :,: . I ·•:. •: , ... ,· . :.·: ,.: .. •:.:~ . :. I•·.• ·:, . ':,. . ·' •· ·'· :" 
12:00 NOON -25 -12 1 50 -23 -17 -17 -16 -16 18 45 -21 -21 0 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 16 44 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
",J,, .. • , .. .: 
: ' -. Totals for PM .. ,. ' ·. , .. '·.· .. · .... ',::: ·.: •.· . ; I ' . ·.: ' ' : .: ' '.· .,. 
12:00 NOON -60 -47 19 114 -47 -49 -42 -58 -57 61 114 -64 -72 -35 
16:30 PM 0 -2 23 123 -5 -5 0 -12 -10 67 105 -10 -4 0 
Trippers Late 0 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 13 0 0 5 4 1 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ------ ,_ ------
A-23 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 09/21/95 09122/95 09123195 09124195 09/25/95 09/26195 09/27195 09128195 09129195 09130/95 10/01195 10102/95 10103195 10104195 
Coral Way Division 
12:00 NOON •14 -13 42 63 ·19 25 -20 ·21 ·22 35 54 ·26 -16 ·15 
16:30 PM 0 0 49 73 0 0 0 ·1 0 49 62 .3 ·1 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division ' ·. " ·, 
12:00 NOON ·23 -26 0 0 -40 ·26 -17 •25 -18 0 56 -18 ·12 ·30 
16:30 PM .3 0 .s 0 .3 ·2 0 0 0 10 10 0 -4 .s 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Northeast Division ·:: ·,· :, ' 
12:00 NOON ·21 -15 21 48 ·10 .5 -19 ·30 ·21 8 34 -17 •17 -19 
16:30 PM 0 0 18 46 0 0 0 0 0 6 32 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM ' 
12:00 NOON .59 .54 63 111 -69 .s -56 -76 -61 43 144 -61 -45 -64 
16:30 PM .3 0 61 119 .3 ·2 0 ·1 0 65 104 .3 .5 .s 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --------- . . -
A-24 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 10/05/95 10/06/95 10/07/95 10/08195 10/09/95 10/10/95 10/11/95 10/12/95 10/13/95 10/14/95 10/15/95 10/16/95 10/17/95 10/18/95 
', •', >> >>> 
.- .. _ ,' 
Coral Way Division ', ,' ', ,_: . ,, ••• : ,, :, 
12:00NOON -27 -20 36 41 -16 -20 -16 -24 -14 31 49 -14 -27 -18 
16:30 PM 0 0 59 54 0 0 0 -1 0 39 57 0 -4 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
', :::/•: :;: \> ,· > > .'.>\-,:·\ .• : ·- k··:i, ,,, ,' > ', ,, ' ;,, :,·:: > ,' ,·' I: ,: ·: Central Division I:_. :• :':: ~ ' '.. . .'. ·,•,:--,,, .:-,' ' ,·: ,' '·•,', ',' 1.:,- ', ,: '','' ' ,' ',,' 
12:00NOON -21 -13 0 0 -11 -13 -17 38 -1 0 0 0 -11 -12 
16:30 PM -4 0 0 0 -2 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs LatG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
., :,,,,, "· 1.-., <!,} },.: .•:, .. ::•< l'l:•_-·•--,:r·.·• l•\,r?:,_/1 1··<;1;;_-h:• ',· " ,, ,, ' : Northeast Division ;.: ,·, :• ,, ',, ; > .,,, ', > > I.· ::-,::: > 
12:00NOON -26 -15 20 40 -21 -25 -21 -18 -17 12 19 -19 -17 -18 
16:30 PM 0 0 15 38 0 0 0 0 0 4 17 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> ', 
> ;< 
: ' '< I Totals for PM > ·,, I_ > ',_,' •: ,' ' '; ' ·,,· ', > > ,, > ,·_, 
12:00NOON -74 -48 56 81 -48 -58 -54 -4 -32 43 68 -33 -55 -48 
16:30 PM -4 0 74 92 -2 -4 0 -1 0 43 74 0 -4 0 
Trippers Late 4 0 0 0 0 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~» -·-'----- - ----- - ----
A-25 
Table 7 (continued) 
PM MOTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 10/19/95 10/20/95 10/21/95 10/22/95 10/23/95 10/24/95 10/25/95 10/26/95 10/27/95 10/28/95 10/29/95 10/30/95 10/31/95 11/01/95 
Coral Way Division 
12:00 NOON -24 -23 51 57 -17 -19 -18 -15 20 28 38 -17 -23 -21 
16:30 PM -5 -1 47 61 0 0 0 0 -3 41 61 1 0 0 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' : ' 
Central Division ':, ,' 
12:00 NOON 0 -6 0 10 -15 -5 -13 0 -13 20 0 -5 -7 -13 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Northeast Division '' ';c, '. •, ," 
12:00 NOON -17 -10 27 4 -18 -21 -23 -11 -19 16 24 -18 -13 -15 
16:30PM 0 0 25 2 0 0 0 0 0 14 9 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM 
12:00 NOON -41 -39 78 71 -50 -45 -54 -26 -12 64 62 -40 -43 -49 
16:30 PM -5 -1 72 63 0 0 0 0 -3 73 70 1 0 0 
Trippers Late 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Trippers Missed 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- ------ ---- -
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Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 11/02/95 11/03/95 11/04/95 11/05/95 11/06/95 11/07/95 11/08/95 11/09/95 11/10/95 11/11/95 11/12/95 11/13/95 11/14/95 11/15/95 
: : ·. ' ' ' ,· 
Coral Way Division ,: ·,, ·.: ·: 
12:00 NOON -16 -14 21 48 -14 -18 -20 -15 -24 30 38 -17 -18 -16 
16:30PM 0 0 34 55 0 0 0 0 0 29 37 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. , 
,:t/? ' ' 
,:. 
1;,;,:,) ,: : : •::. ' ,l '",.':.; .; Central Division ..... ·,, ... ' .. ::::: :, " '" ;,•, ' ' ''. ': 
12:00NOON -12 -19 0 0 33 -11 -9 -11 -16 0 0 -15 -19 37 
16:30 PM 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
': : ,::,•' '·, "' 
: ·,, \<. 1, i : '·· .:•:··· ,· .',• 'i i i:;i Northeast Division :: :· ' ·: :, ' ;, ' ." : ', ·:· 
12:00NOON -25 -14 8 7 -16 -10 -21 -15 -21 8 25 -18 -18 -18 
16:30PM 0 0 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 23 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM ·: 
' 
' .. ::.: :.· : '', 
12:00 NOON -53 -47 29 55 3 -39 -50 -41 -61 38 63 -50 -55 3 
16:30 PM 0 -3 38 62 0 0 0 0 -6 36 60 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
------- -- -
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Table 7 (continued) 
PM MDTA Bus Availability by Facility 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Division Name 11/16/95 11/17/95 11/18/95 11/19/95 11/20/95 11/21/95 11/22/95 11/23/95 11/24/95 11/25/95 11/26/95 11/27/95 11/28/95 11/29/95 
Coral Way Division 
12:00 NOON -15 -18 37 67 -18 -21 -22 58 -14 46 61 -13 -20 -19 
16:30 PM 0 0 51 77 1 0 0 72 0 39 73 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Central Division .. 
12:00 NOON -15 41 0 20 -12 5 -6 25 -18 0 20 0 -18 -14 
16:30 PM 0 0 0 20 0 0 1 10 -3 0 5 0 0 -2 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. · 
·. 
•· Northeast Division _·. 
12:00 NOON -16 -15 -10 17 -18 -10 -19 60 -10 0 20 -23 -15 -22 
16:30 PM 0 0 7 38 0 0 0 55 0 0 18 0 0 0 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for PM 
12:00 NOON -46 8 27 104 -48 -26 -47 143 -42 46 101 -36 -53 -55 
16:30 PM 0 0 58 135 1 0 1 137 -3 39 96 0 0 -2 
Trippers Late 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
Trippers Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Runs Late 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Runs Missed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-- ----- -------- __ ,__ ------
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APPENDIX B 
Sample Bus Availability Sheet 
8-1 
B-2 
r Central O ·&1 Bus AvaJlability Sheet 
Date: Supervisor: 
Total: 
r· /7 ::SO vrn 
1073 7008 8044 9007 9319 4026 
r 1000 0001 ~ 9008 9338 4027 ~ 8002 . 8046 9009 9339 
4028 
8003 · 8047 9010 9341 4029 
r 1088 8004 8048 9012 9342 4030 ~ 8005 8049 9013 9343 4031 I 
I 1090 8006 8050 9014 9344 4032 r ~ 8007 8051 9015 
9345 4033 
8008 8052 9016 ~- 4034 
r 8009 8053 9017 
9347 4035 .,~ 8054 9018 9348 4036 8055 9349 4037 
r ~ 8012 8056 9350 4038 1134 8013 8057 9351 4039 
~ 8014 8058 
9352 4040 
r . 1138 8015 8059 9'353 ~ -~ 8016 8060· 9024 9354 ..51- .· . ~ 
r ~ 8017 
8061 9025 9355 5001 
1148 8018 8062 9026 9356 
5002 
1150 8019 8063 ~ 
9357 ~~l~ 
r 1155 8020 8064 
9358 5004 
@ 8021 
8065 9029 . 9369 5005 
8022 8066 9053 9370 5006 /!Sl. 
r 1158 8023 8067 9060 9371 5007 -h'3 :1 _®:>0'h~ 8068 9372 5008 
1162 8025 8069 9088 9373 
5009 
r 1163 8026 8070 9089 5010 1164 8027 8071 9090 9411 5011 
r 1169 
802.8 8072 9091 9420 
~ 
8029 8073 ~ 9421 
8030 ~ 
9093 9422 
r 8031 9094 
9423 
1185 8032 I 8076 9424 
@) 8033 8077 9201 - 9425 
r ~ 803-1 8078 9202 9426 1259 8035 8079 9203 9427 
8036 8080 9204 9428 
r 0037 8081 9205 I 9430 8038 80l32 9207, 
8039 ~-
r 8040 8081 8041 808~ 
r 8042 8086 3043 8087 
r 8-3 
B-4 
APPENDIXC 
AM and PM Late and Missed Trippers and Runs by 
Facility by Day of Week 
C-1 
C-2 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 8 
Monday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
18 4 4 0 
10 7 5 1 
15 1 5 2 
43 12 14 3 
Days of AM Service with ••• 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
23 2 1 0 
23 0 3 0 
21 4 0 1 
67 6 4 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
21 2 3 0 
5 6 6 4 
18 2 3 0 
44 10 12 4 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
77 1 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-3 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
3 
3 
6 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
5 
3 
8 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 9 
Monday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
19 4 2 1 
17 3 1 2 
23 1 0 1 
59 8 3 4 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper MiBBed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
23 0 1 0 
22 2 2 0 
23 0 1 1 
68 2 4 1 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
22 4 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
24 0 1 1 
71 5 1 1 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-4 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
3 
1 
4 
6+ Trippers Missed 
2 
0 
1 
3 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 10 
Tuesday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
20 4 2 0 
11 6 5 1 
23 3 0 0 
54 15 7 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4.5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
24 1 1 0 
76 1 1 0 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
16 6 2 0 
4 7 6 4 
16 3 2 1 
40 16 10 5 
Days of AM Service with ... 
o Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-5 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
1 
0 
1 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
5 
2 
7 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
CoraiWay 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 11 
Tuesday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
21 2 3 0 
16 2 5 1 
19 1 3 1 
56 5 11 2 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
20 4 2 0 
25 1 0 0 
24 1 1 0 
69 6 3 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
25 1 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
75 3 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-6 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
2 
2 
4 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
CoraiWay 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 12 
Wednesday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
21 3 2 0 
10 8 5 3 
22 2 1 1 
53 13 8 4 
Days of AM Service with ... 
o Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
24 1 1 0 
23 1 1 1 
73 2 2 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
21 4 1 0 
8 3 4 6 
19 0 3 2 
48 7 8 8 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-7 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
5 
2 
7 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 13 
Wednesday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
24 1 1 0 
19 2 4 1 
21 1 0 3 
64 4 5 4 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
25 0 1 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
77 0 1 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
23 2 0 1 
75 2 0 1 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-8 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
0 
1 
1 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 14 
Thursday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
22 4 0 0 
15 5 5 0 
23 1 1 0 
60 10 6 0 
Days of AM Service with .•. 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
25 1 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
25 0 0 1 
76 1 0 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
22 3 1 0 
7 1 9 6 
15 4 5 0 
44 8 15 6 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-9 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
1 
1 
2 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
3 
2 
5 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Tolal 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 15 
Thursday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
24 1 1 0 
19 1 3 2 
22 0 2 2 
65 2 6 4 
Days of PM Service with ... 
o Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
25 1 0 0 
25 0 1 0 
25 0 1 0 
75 1 2 0 
Daya of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
24 2 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
22 3 1 0 
72 5 1 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run MiHed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-10 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
1 
0 
1 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 16 
Friday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4.5 Trippers Late 
21 2 3 0 
13 6 3 0 
24 1 0 1 
58 9 6 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
24 2 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
22 1 2 1 
72 3 2 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
20 6 0 0 
7 5 5 4 
15 5 2 1 
42 16 7 5 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports tor the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-11 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
4 
0 
4 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
5 
3 
8 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 17 
Friday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
26 0 0 0 
21 1 3 0 
19 1 4 0 
66 2 7 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
77 1 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
23 3 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
20 2 4 0 
68 6 4 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Milled 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-12 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
1 
2 
3 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 18 
Saturday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
26 0 0 0 
25 0 1 0 
26 0 0 0 
77 0 1 0 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
26 0 0 0 
17 3 5 1 
21 3 2 0 
64 6 7 1 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-13 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 19 
Saturday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Lale 1 Tripper Lale 2·3 Trippers Lale 4-5 Trippers Late 
26 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
76 2 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
o Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Lale 4-5 Runs Lale 
26 0 0 0 
25 0 1 0 
24 1 1 0 
75 1 2 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-14 
6+ Trippers Lale 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 20 
Sunday AM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Missed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of AM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
25 1 0 0 
16 4 5 1 
18 5 2 1 
59 10 7 2 
Days of AM Service with ... 
0 Runs Missed 1 Run Missed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-15 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Facility 
Coral Way 
Central 
Northeast 
Total 
Table 21 
Sunday PM Service with Late and Missed 
Trippers and Runs by Facility 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Trippers Late 1 Tripper Late 2-3 Trippers Late 4-5 Trippers Late 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 
77 1 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Trippers Missed 1 Tripper Mlsaed 2-3 Trippers Missed 4-5 Trippers Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
O Runs Late 1 Run Late 2-3 Runs Late 4-5 Runs Late 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Days of PM Service with ... 
0 Runs Missed 1 Run Mlsaed 2-3 Runs Missed 4-5 Runs Missed 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 
Source: Metrobus Daily Service Reports for the period June 1995 to November 1995. 
C-16 
6+ Trippers Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Trippers Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Late 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6+ Runs Missed 
0 
0 
0 
0 
